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Abstract 

Currently, the proliferation of electrified vehicles (EV) has increased rapidly. Considering EV users’ point 

of view, the duration of charging, and the place to charge their car are essential factors. Increase of EV 

penetration gives also impact on the electrical network such as overloading, and power quality issues. IEC 

61851 and ISO 15118 are the two primary standards to provide requirements for electric vehicle supply 

equipment (EVSE) to ensure the process of charging can be adequately conducted without disrupting the 

electric system in general. Following standards and considering the user’s preference in charging place, a 

new charging method that can draw higher energy than existing technique should be developed. 

A three-phase grid connected home system is modeled in this study to see the impact of unbalance 

household load to a three-phase charging. The load modeling covers the variation level of load in summer, 

spring/fall, and winter. Specific usages of electricity are distributed in a three-phase home system which 

consists of phase 1: cold appliance, cooking, standby appliances, and other loads; phase 2: heat pumps, 

audiovisual (Television and sound system) and computer size; and phase 3: Lightning and washing.  Two 

methods of charging are defined in this model, which are symmetrical (existing standard) and asymmetrical 

(proposed). In symmetrical technique, the On-board Charger (OBC) will draw equal phase current 

independent of home loads connected in each phase of three phase system. The three phase system will 

not balanced completely in this method.  Meanwhile, in asymmetrical method, the OBC will draw the left-

over of current in each phase according to its real-time availability by balancing all three phase in the home. 

The asymmetrical method is expected to achieve faster charging duration than symmetrical charging due to 

higher energy availability. There three main cases defined in this study: theoretical case (the EV is charged 

from hour 00:00), 0-100%  SOC case, and the user case (the distance targeted determines Car Demand).  

The result of simulation reveals that Asymmetrical charging method can provide higher energy available 

than asymmetrical technique. Fuse-rating level influences a lot on this result. If the higher fuse rating applied 

in the same load profile, the gap of energy availability between symmetrical and asymmetrical will be 

reduced. But still the symmetrical method never perform better energy availability than the asymmetrical 

method, either with 16 A fuse and 20 A fuse. This result of energy availability becomes an indication for 
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the theoretical case, in which asymmetrical method can provide more charging cycles than the symmetrical 

method, especially for 16 A fuse system. For all cases that have been simulated, the asymmetrical method 

shows benefits in terms of reduction in time and cost reduction. In a year, the saving of hours of charging 

duration which could be achieved by new charging method in a 16 A fuse system is as high as 8 hours and 

4 hours for 0-100% SOC cases and partial charging user cases respectively (less than 50% approx.). In a 

three-year cost comparison, the money that could be saved by the asymmetrical method in a 16 A fuse 

system are as high as 35 Euro for 0-100% case and  23,405 Euro in the user case. 

After simulations result obtained, asymmetrical method demonstrates a promising performance of the new 

charging technique in terms of duration and saving. There is a need to push a new standard to realize the 

implementation of this charging activity. A communication scheme between energy meter, EVSE, and OBC 

should be established to exchange real-time current availability information. New AC information 

sequences could be adapted from the DC charging communication standard, IEC 61851-24. 
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Abstrakt 

För närvarande har spridningen av elektrifierade fordon (EV) ökat snabbt. Att ta hänsyn till EV-

användarnas synvinkel, laddningstiden och platsen att ladda sin bil är väsentliga faktorer. Ökning av EV-

penetration ger också inverkan på det elektriska nätverket, såsom överbelastning och problem med 

kraftkvalitet. IEC 61851 och ISO 15118 är de två primära standarderna för att tillhandahålla krav på 

elfordonsförsörjningsutrustning (EVSE) för att säkerställa att laddningsprocessen kan genomföras på ett 

adekvat sätt utan att störa det elektriska systemet i allmänhet. Efter standarder och med tanke på 

användarens preferens på laddningsplats bör en ny laddningsmetod som kan dra högre energi än befintlig 

teknik utvecklas. 

Ett tre-fas nätanslutet hemsystem modelleras i denna studie för att se effekterna av obalanserad 

hushållsbelastning på en trefasladdning. Lastmodelleringen täcker variationen i lasten på sommaren, våren 

/ hösten och vintern. Specifika användningsområden för elektricitet distribueras i ett trefas hemsystem som 

består av fas 1: kallapparat, matlagning, standbylagare och andra laster; fas 2: värmepumpar, audiovisuella 

(TV- och ljudsystem) och datorstorlek; och fas 3: Blixt och tvätt. Två laddningsmetoder definieras i denna 

modell, som är symmetriska (befintlig standard) och asymmetriska (föreslagna). I symmetrisk teknik drar 

ombordladdaren (OBC) lika fasström oberoende av hembelastningar anslutna i varje fas i trefassystemet. 

Trefassystemet kommer inte att balansera helt i denna metod. Under tiden, i asymmetrisk metod, kommer 

OBC att dra återstoden av strömmen i varje fas enligt dess realtids tillgänglighet genom att balansera alla 

tre faserna i hemmet. Den asymmetriska metoden förväntas uppnå snabbare laddningstid än symmetrisk 

laddning på grund av högre energitillgänglighet. Det finns tre huvudfall definierade i denna studie: teoretiskt 

fall (EV debiteras från timme 00:00), 0-100% SOC-fall och användarfallet (avståndsinriktningen avgör 

bilfrågan). 

Resultatet av simulering avslöjar att asymmetrisk laddningsmetod kan ge högre tillgänglig energi än 

asymmetrisk teknik. Säkringsgraden påverkar mycket på detta resultat. Om den högre säkringsgraden som 

tillämpas i samma belastningsprofil kommer energiförbrukningen mellan symmetrisk och asymmetrisk att 

minska. Men fortfarande har den symmetriska metoden aldrig bättre energitillgänglighet än den 

asymmetriska metoden, varken med 16 A-säkring och 20 A-säkring. Detta resultat av energitillgänglighet 

blir en indikation för det teoretiska fallet, i vilket asymmetrisk metod kan ge fler laddningscykler än den 

symmetriska metoden, särskilt för 16 A-säkringssystem. För alla fall som har simulerats visar den 

asymmetriska metoden fördelar när det gäller minskning av tid och kostnadsminskning. På ett år är 

besparingen av timmar med laddningstid som kan uppnås genom en ny laddningsmetod i ett säkringssystem 

på 16 A så hög som 8 timmar och 4 timmar för 0-100% SOC-fall respektive partiell laddning av användarfall 

(mindre än 50% ungefär). I en kostnadsjämförelse på tre år är de pengar som kan sparas med den 

asymmetriska metoden i ett säkringssystem på 16 A så höga som 35 Euro för 0-100% fall och 23 405 Euro 

i användarfallet. 

Efter erhållna simuleringsresultat visar den asymmetriska metoden en lovande prestanda för den nya 

laddningstekniken när det gäller varaktighet och sparande. Det finns ett behov att driva en ny standard för 

att realisera genomförandet av denna avgiftsaktivitet. Ett kommunikationsschema mellan energimätare, 

EVSE och OBC bör inrättas för att utbyta information om aktuell tillgänglighet i realtid. Nya AC-

informationssekvenser kan anpassas från DC-laddningskommunikationsstandarden, IEC 61851-24. 
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Nomenclature 

Variable/ Parameter Name  Symbol Units 

Current I A  

Control Pilot CP  

Energy E Wh or kWh 

Euro €  

Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment EVSE  

Maximum value determiner max  

Minimum value determiner min  

Onboard Charging System OBC  

Period T sec or hr 

Power P W 

State of charge SOC % 

Time t s or h 

Voltage  V V  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Currently, the proliferation of electrified vehicles (EV) has increased rapidly. This is emphasized by 

countries initiatives to eventually ban internal combustion engines following the 2015 United Nations 

Climate Change Conference (COP21) in Paris. The increasing number of EV is also supported by the fact 

that the European Commission released the Clean Mobility Package in November 2017 to set new CO2 

emission standards and guidance for cleaner mobility. Norway, the Netherlands, France, Germany, the UK, 

China, and India are the example of countries which intend to ban the production and sale of fossil fuel-

based cars (World Economic Forum, 2018).   

Adjusting with these policies, car manufacturers nowadays are trying to imply strategies and proactive 

approach to increasing their EV production and reducing their ICE cars. Volvo itself has been committed 

to implementing electric motor in each car launched from 2019. The company also sets the target in 2025 

to have 50% of its total sales to be fully electric. With multiple intentions from car manufacturers, it is 

expected to acquire 4 million of electric car on the road worldwide by 2020, while in 2017 the number of 

electric vehicle on the road was already surpassing 1 million. This number can increase further to 21,5 

million EV sales by 2030 (Cunningham, 2018).  

One primary activity in EVs usage is charging to ensure the car will work adequately in the range that is 

desired by the user. Considering EV users’ point of view, the duration of charging is an essential factor. 

The fast-charging device is already existed nowadays to facilitate the demand for this factor. However, this 

rapid charging is unlikely to become a daily charging routine option. The fast charging is only existed in 

motorway service stations and usually becomes more expensive ways to charge (Pod Point, u.d.). The 

pyramid of charging in Figure 1 explains about customer’s intention for the place to charge their car 

(Nicholas & Hall, 2018). 

 

Figure 1 Charging Pyramid defined by charging location and speed (Nicholas & Hall, 2018) 

According to Figure 1, users will tend to charge their car at their home if the home charging system is 

available. Ideally, everyone would like to start their charging at their home, and if it is necessary, they can 

fill their car battery at the workplace or public charging to meet with their desired distance. Fast charging 

will become the right choice for longer trips where the charging rate would be higher in order to avoid long 

charging duration (Nicholas & Hall, 2018). However, if another charging place can meet with the customer 

demand in terms of scale and time needed, there is not necessary to spend more cost on the fast charging. 

Increase penetration of EVs will elevate the load demand which delivers new challenges to the electrical 

networks, such as grid equipment overloading, power system losses, and power quality issues such as 

voltage deviation, voltage unbalance, and harmonics distortion. Coordinated smart charge algorithm and 

charge schedules are developed to overcome these drawbacks. With EVs smart charging, several advantages 

could be achieved, such as peak shaving, load leveling, voltage regulation, and frequency control (Ramadan, 

Ali, Nour, & Farkas, 2018). If appropriately managed, charging infrastructures could also deliver a storage 
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capability that can be utilized to help to maintain the network in some conditions (Lopes, Almeida, & 

Soares, 2008). 

As support initiatives for charging methods, several standards are defined nowadays: IEC 61851 and ISO 

15118. IEC 61851 is a series of standards that give the general requirements for the supply of electric energy 

to Electric road vehicles. IEC61851 covers three main aspects of EV supply equipment (EVSE): the 

characteristics and operating conditions of EVSE, the specification of the connection between the EV 

supply equipment and the EV, and the requirements for electrical safety for the EVSE (IEC, 2017).  

IEC 61851-24 talks explicitly about the digital communication between the DC EV charging station with 

an electric vehicle (IEC, 2014). Through signal and digital communication specified in the standard, the 

parameters exchanged will assist the coordination between the EVSE and the car in terms of power 

provision. There is also feasibility to transfer EVSE real-time available load current so that the vehicle can 

manage its demand according to this real-time data. 

ISO 15118 is established to define requirements in terms of the vehicle to grid communication interface. 

The standard specifies specific use case of charging, including detail description from each step of charging 

activity started from the beginning of charging until the end of the charging process (Swedish Standards 

Institute, 2015). This standard also discusses communication channel that may exist in the future to facilitate 

the stabilization of the electrical grids as well as to provide additional information services to operate EVs 

efficiently and economically (ISO IEC, 2014).  

These standards ensure the process of charging can be adequately conducted without disrupting the electric 

system in general. There are also possibilities to have coordination communication between EVSE and the 

vehicle. Even though this high-level communication is mainly applicable in a DC charging, utilizing the 

same concept, it could also be implemented in AC charging.  

Afore-mentioned, DC charging requires a high cost and only available in several places. Of course, the EV 

users want to charge their car rapidly in the lower level of charging pyramid location to make their life 

easier. That is the reason there is a demand to innovate a new AC charging method that can draw a high 

level of energy, which means a faster duration than the existing method. Some new requirements are needed 

to be deployed to facilitate this new charging method, especially, to establish a high-level communication 

scheme between charging devices to exchange real-time current information from the EVSE.  

 

1.2 Thesis Objective  

Objectives in this master thesis consist of : 

1. Investigate and develop load modelling simulations for a 3 phase grid connected home system. 

2. Investigate phase distribution in a 3 phase grid connected home system with respect to different 

types of loads e.g. cooking, heat pumps, and lighting. 

3. Define user cases for electric vehicle (EV) home charging. 

4. Develop models with existing and proposed charging method to demonstrate energy flows to the 

EV on-board charger (OBC) in a 3 phase grid connected home system for different user cases. 

5. Develop recommendation of requirements for the EVSE (Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment) 

6. Conclude on benefits concerning power availability, charging time, and cost. 

7. Produce a recommendation presentation to be used to show benefits of asymmetrical method. 

 

1.3 Thesis Scope 

The main focus of this project is the feasibility study of a new asymmetrical method of EV smart charging. 

This new method of charging will be compared with the possible charging method according to the 
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currently existing standard, symmetrical method. Some factors that become points of comparison are power 

availability, duration of charging, and cost of charging. Matlab/ Simulink is the main software to develop 

models of charging methods. Thus, the comparison can be conducted according to these models.  

This project is limited to deriving power availability in a charging device after considering unbalanced load 

in a three-phase grid connected home system. The duration of charging and cost of electricity is calculated 

according to this power availability. A general recommendation of new requirements for implementing a 

new charging method needs to be also investigated in this study. Other losses of the electricity system, the 

specification of hardware, and the specific interaction between the car battery and on-board charging device 

(OBC) are out of the scope.     
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2 Load Modelling and System Study 

2.1 Load Modelling 

A three-phase household load demand is being investigated in this study. A simulation model that forecasts 

electricity load profile for Swedish households by (Sandels, Widen, & Nordstrom, 2014) is utilized as the 

reference to acquire the parameters and assigned value for appliances model. Average load profile for a 

residential house in Sweden is approached from (Cirjaleanu, 2017), which also provides fractioned demand 

of specific electricity usage : standby, other, computer site, audio-visual site, washing, cooking, lighting, cold 

appliances. Table 1 displays the rating of electrical appliances and  Figure 2 demonstrates modeled typical 

profile of Swedish household loads for this study.  

Table 1 Appliances Rating (Sandels, Widen, & Nordstrom, 2014) 

Name Rate (W) Time of cycle (min) 

Fridge 50 130 

Freezer 80   

Cooking 1500   

Dishwasher cycle 1 1944 17 

Dishwasher cycle 2 120 57 

Dishwasher cycle 3 1920 73 

Washer 1 1800 20 

Washer 2 150 110 

  Standby power (W) On Power (W) 

TV 20 100 

Computer 40 100 

Stereo 6 30 

Lighting 1000 lux 

Lighting away 40   

Lighting sleep 40   

Lighting minimum 80   

Lighting Maximum 200   

Lighting Adjustment 0,1 

The probability that the ligthing 
level will be adapted with an 
incremental power change. 

 

 

Figure 2 Load Profile of Typical Swedish Household (Cirjaleanu, 2017) 
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2.1.1 Load Modelling for Typical Transition Days and Winter Days 

Electricity demand varies in each season; this is because, especially, the changing of temperature. In 

transition days (spring/ fall) and winter, there will be some addition of load due to heating demand. In this 

research, the increment of the Swedish household load in transition days is profiled according to (Staffel & 

Pfenninger, 2018). The growth of demand in spring/fall can be foreseen in Table 2. 

Table 2 Growth of Electricity Demand of Typical Transition Days (Staffel & Pfenninger, 2018) 

Hour 
%Raise from 

Summer  

0-4 207,69% 

5 to 8 5,26% 

9 to 16 16,84% 

17 51,16% 

18 56,25% 

19 56,25% 

20 35,62% 

21 to 23 75,00% 

 

Heating demand in winter is attained from (Vesterberg, Kiran, & Krishnamurthy, 2015) and could be seen 

in Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3 Heating Demand in Winter (Vesterberg, Kiran, & Krishnamurthy, 2015) 

Households with a mixed heating system could have the possibility to reduce electricity consumption by 

substituting electric heating with district heating, which is common nowadays. According to this reason 

instead of extracting the 80th percentile of heating consumption by the hour, the median heating profile is 

chosen to construct daily household demand in winter days.  

By treating the first modelled load profile as household’s electricity demand in summer, Figure 4 reveals 

the typical load profile of Swedish household in different seasons.  
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Figure 4 Seasonal Load Profile of Typical Swedish Household (Cirjaleanu, 2017), (Vesterberg, Kiran, & Krishnamurthy, 2015), 
(Staffel & Pfenninger, 2018) 

2.1.2 Modelling of Phase Loading in a Swedish Household  

After the load modelling is being done, the specific usages of electricity demand are assigned to each phase 

in a three phase Swedish household electrical system. The load division in each phase is driven to be as 

equal as possible. According to this attempt, the phase loading of each phase consist of these loads: 

1. Phase 1: cold appliance, cooking, standby appliances, and other loads. 

2. Phase 2: audio-visual (Television and sound system) and computer size. 

3. Phase 3: Lightning and washing. 

 

The load level in phase 2 has the smallest value compares with the other two phases in summer days profile. 

This is because phase 2 is prepared to be connected with heat pumps during transition days and winter 

days. Figure 5 reveals the pattern of load distribution in each season. 

 

Summer

 

Transition

 

Winter

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 Load distribution in each season 
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2.2 Diagram of the system 

 

Figure 6 Diagram of the system 

Figure 6 presents a household smart charging system which is modelled for this research. IMAX is the 

maximum current that could be drawn which is limited by the fuse rating. IL1, IL2, and IL3 are respective 

currents flow to load in each phase. IOBC is the available current that can be extracted by the 11 kW onboard 

charging system (OBC). The value of IL and IOBC varies through time depends on the load profile in phase 

1, phase 2, and phase 3. 

 

2.3 Charging Definition 

2.3.1 The Existing Standard for AC EV Charging Steps (IEC 61851-1:2017) 

IEC 61851-1: 2017 explains the charging sequence in AC charging. According to this standard, the charging 

circuit is supported by a control pilot circuit. The control pilot circuit (CP) decides whether the EVSE and 

EV are connected or not. The CP also has a task to facilitate EV to determine the value of the current that 

can be drawn from the EVSE. CP can be seen in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7 Control Pilot Circuit (IEC, 2017) 

A state diagram in Figure 8 describes how CP circuit will work 
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Figure 8 State Diagram of CP (IEC, 2017) 

Table 3 explains in detail how the CP works according to the state diagram shown in Figure 8. 

Table 3 Charging Sequence of AC Charging (IEC, 2017) 

State 

Number 

Description 

1.1 1. EV is not connected, Vg = + 12 V 

2. The cable between EVSE and EV is connected, Voltage drop to + 9V 

3.1 3. The EVSE is now able to supply power, and indicates the maximum current by the PWM 

duty cycle 

3.2, 4 4. The EV is ready to receive energy. 

5. Switch S2 is closed. EVSE energizes the system. PWM stated = +- 6V, with duty cycle 

according to the request from EV. 

C2 6V PWM 

During the charging state, EVSE indicates an adjustment to the maximum AC line current. 

Such a change may originate from the grid, by manual settings or automatic changes 

calculated by EVSE. The EVSE may change the PWM duty cycle at any time to any valid 

PWM duty cycle (IEC, 2017).  

The EV shall adjust its maximum current drawn to be equal or below the maximum current 

indicated by the PWM duty cycle (IEC, 2017). The correlation between maximum current 

requested and the value of duty cycle is existed in Table A.8 of IEC 61851:1 – 2017.  

7 6. In normal operation an EV shall decrease the current draw to minimum (less than 1A) 

before opening S2. 

7. The EV opens S2 

8.1, 8.2 8. The EVSE shall open its switching device.  

9.1 9.EVSE may change to state x1 (the EVSE will not deliver the energy). 

10. The EV shall respond to the steady state PWM, and stops the current draw.  
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Table 3 (cont.) Charging Sequence of AC Charging (IEC, 2017)  

State 

Number 

Description 

9.2  11. EVSE may stop PWM at any time. 

2.1 12. Plug disconnected from the EVSE or vehicle connector disconnected from the vehicle 

inlet. 

13. EV not connected. The EVSE shall allow removal of the plug automatically, at a 

maximum 5s. Then unlocking can be done only by using the adequate user interaction or 

both.  

10.1 This sequence follows 9.1 and the EV responds to the steady state by stopping current 

draw.  

The EV shall open S2 (This sequence shall follow 8.2) 

Notes  

An EV using the simplified pilot circuit is not able to generate this sequence (Without 

timer). Simplified pilot is not supported in SAE J1772:2016 (IEC, 2017). 

10.2 This sequence follows 9.1, but the EV does not respond to the steady state and does not 

stop the current draw, contrary to sequence 9.1 (IEC, 2017). 

The EVSE may open its switching device under load (Timer starts upon the PWM change) 

Notes: Simplified pilot is not supported in SAE J1772:2016. 

2.2 A. In case of failure, if 

- The CP is broken or  

- the plug disconnected from the EVSE under load or 

- the vehicle connector disconnected from the vehicle inlet under load. 

The EVSE shall open its switching device and the EV shall open its S2. 

B. In case of normal operation 

- The plug disconnected from EVSE not under load or 

- The vehicle connecter disconnected from the vehicle inlet not under load. 

The EVSE shall open its switching device and the EV shall open its S2.  

C. EV not connected. It follows sequence 2.1.  

9.3 EVSE may stop the PWM at any time. No action by the EV needs to take place. EV 

disconnected. 

Any States 

to E 

(Error) 

Any States 

to F 

(Fault) 

The EVSE switching device shall be open. EV shall open S2. EVSE unlocks the socket-

outlet if any. 
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2.3.2 The Existing Standard for DC EV Charging Steps (IEC 61851-24) 

The charging sequences of DC EV charging is mainly being conducted through high level communication 

between the EVSE and EV. This control communication protocol of DC charging is explained in the 

standard of IEC 61851-24. The sequence of charging steps can be seen in Figure 9 (IEC, 2014). 
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Figure 9 Charging Sequence for DC Charging 
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A simple explanation of DC charging can be observed in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10 DC Charging Sequences (IEC, 2014) 

A detail explanation of Figure 10 is described in Table 4. 

Table 4 Communication Actions in a DC Charging Sequences (IEC, 2014) 

Charging Control Stage Digital Communication 

Action 

Information 

Charge Handshake Confirm the necessary 

parameters of battery and 

charger. 

- Charger recognition 

parameter 

- Vehicle regognition 

parameter 

Charge Parameter Configuration Exchange of charging control 

parameters. 

- Battery charge 

parameter 

- Charger time 

synchronization 

- Charger max/min 

output parameter 

- Vehicle charge ready 

- Charger Output ready 

Charging Stage Send charging status to each 

other, according to the battery 

charge level requirements sent 

by vehicle; the charger adjusts 

the charging process. 

- Battery charge 

requirement 

- Charger charge status 

- Battery charge status 1 

- Battery charge status 2 

- Battery cell voltage 

- Battery temperature 

- Vehicle stopping 

command 

- Charger stopping 

command 
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Table 4 (cont.) Communication Actions in a DC Charging Sequences (IEC, 2014) 

Charging Control Stage Digital Communication 

Action 

- Information 

Charging Ending Stage Energy transfer shut-off - Vehicle statistic data 

- Charger statistic data 

Communication Error Restart communication program 

or stop charging process 

- Vehicle receiving error 

- Charger receiving error 

 

2.3.3 Charging Methods Definition 

In this research, two methods to draw IOBC is implemented: 

1. Method 1 (Symmetrical Charging Method)  

This method of charging is the existing charging method following the standard of IEC 61851-1: 

2017. EVSE will provide information of available phase current through the control pilot (CP) line 

to the vehicle. After obtaining this information, the OBC decides to draw the same phase current 

from all the three phases. In any cases the total current from all phases should not exceed the rated 

fuse. After that, the value of IOBC1, IOBC2, and IOBC3 will be equal to the minimum current available 

from each phase at a particular time. The three phase system will not be balanced completely in 

this method. A simple mathematical expression below justifies this method: 

𝐼𝑂𝐵𝐶𝑛(𝑡) = 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑛 −𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐼𝐿1(𝑡), 𝐼𝐿2(𝑡), 𝐼𝐿3(𝑡)) 2-1 

 

2. Method 2 (Asymmetrical Charging Method)  

The name of asymmetrical charging method is because instead of drawing the minimum current 

available from each phase, and the OBC will draw the current according to the leftover of the 

current in each phase according to its real time availability by balancing all the three phase in the 

home. Asymmetrical charging is expected to achieve higher energy availability than the symmetrical 

method, which would result in a faster charging duration than the other method. A simple 

calculation below demonstrates how this method works: 

𝐼𝑂𝐵𝐶𝑛(𝑡) = 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑛 − 𝐼𝐿𝑛(𝑡) 2-2 

While : n = phase number; t = time in h. 

The value of IMAX considered in this study is 16 A and 20 A, which is commonly utilized by typical Swedish 

household system (Sernhed, 2008). 
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3 Simulation and Modelling 

3.1 Model Calculation 

In the model that are simulated, The capacity of OBC that will be investigated in this project is 11 kW.  The 

full capacity (State of Charge/ SOC 100%) of vehicle battery is 80 kWh refers to the discussion with 

members of OBC team of Volvo Car Corporation. The target of car demand (Car Demand) will be decided 

corresponding with the case definition, either it is according to level of State of Charge (SoC) or distance 

targeted.   

Table 5 shows the basic calculation which are utilized for this study. 

Table 5 Equation List 

Equation 

name 

Units Equation Acknowledgement 

Load Current 

(ILn) 

A 
𝐼𝐿𝑛(𝑡) =

𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑛(𝑡)

𝑉𝑝𝑡𝑝
3-1 

𝑉𝑝𝑡𝑝:𝑉𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒
= 380𝑉𝑅𝑀𝑆 

Available 

Current 

(IOBCn) 

A 𝐼𝑂𝐵𝐶𝑛(𝑡) = 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑛 − 𝐼𝐿𝑛(𝑡) 2-2 or 

𝐼𝑂𝐵𝐶𝑛(𝑡) = 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑛 −𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐼𝐿1𝑡,𝐼𝐿2𝑡,𝐼𝐿3𝑡) 2-1 

Depends on the 

methods chosen 

Phase Power 

to OBC 

(POBCn) 

W 𝑃𝑂𝐵𝐶𝑛(𝑡) = 𝑉𝑝𝑡𝑝 ∗ 𝐼𝑂𝐵𝐶𝑛  3-2  

Total OBC 

Power (POBC) 

W 𝑃𝑂𝐵𝐶(𝑡) = 𝑃𝑂𝐵𝐶1(𝑡) + 𝑃𝑂𝐵𝐶2(𝑡) + 𝑃𝑂𝐵𝐶3(𝑡)3-3 

  

 

Energy 

Available to 

OBC (Eavail) 

Wh 𝐸𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙 = ∫ 𝑃𝑂𝐵𝐶(𝑡)𝑑𝑡
𝑡+𝑇

𝑡
      3-4 T = 1 h 

Hourly Price 

of OBC 

Electricity (Pr 

(t)) 

€ Pr(𝑡) = 𝐸𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙 ∗𝑃𝑒𝑙     3-5 Pel = Price of 

Electricity (Table 6)  

The value depends on 

the season. 

 

To examine the energy flow to OBC, formula below is being operated. 

𝑓 ∶ 𝐸𝑂𝐵𝐶(𝑡) < 𝐶𝑎𝑟𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 → 

𝐸𝑂𝐵𝐶(𝑡) = 𝐸𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙(𝑡) +𝐸𝑂𝐵𝐶(𝑡 − 1) 3-6 

While : Cleft = Capacity left in the car battery. 

According to 3-6 the calculation of energy flow to OBC will be stopped when the value of it has reached 

the desired SOC. When the OBC (EOBC(t))acquires the state of fully charged in a specified duration (t), the 

following energy OBC (EOBC (t+1)) will start from zero again, and the calculation continues. 

A flowchart in Figure 11 reveals the calculation process for the duration of charging: 
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Figure 11 Duration of Charge Algorithm 

The time will be added following the continuation of calculation until the EEV surpasses or equal the car 

demand. If the EEV value excesses the car demand, the charge should be finished before the full hour when 

EEV value higher the car demand. Then the differences will be calculated between desired car demand with 

a total of EEV one hour before excess time. This n value will become a constant to give a ratio of an 

additional hour of charging after one hour before the EEV superiors the car demand. A simple example 

below will help to understand this concept: 

A customer wants to charge their car until 18000 Wh. However, in hour number 7, the value is already 

18100 Wh. Energy available in hour number 7 is 5000 Wh, while the total energy until hour number 6 is 

17500. 

𝑛 = 18000 − 17500 = 500𝑊ℎ 

𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 = (7 − 1)ℎ +
500𝑊ℎ

5000𝑊ℎ
= 6,1ℎ 

 

3.2 Electricity Price in Sweden 

Nord Pool is the market where European countries exchange their electricity with each other. While 

electricity is traded between countries in Nord Pool, the price of electricity varies between countries and 

regions. It is impacted by the type of energy source, the demand in the area, and the constraints in 

transmission capacity. In Sweden electricity spot market, there are four different bidding area with four 

different price levels: SE1, SE2, SE3, and SE4 (Asadian, 2016).  

As a brief explanation there are several electricity market defined in Sweden which is shown in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12 Sweden Electricity Market (Swedish Energy Markets Inspectorate, 2017) 

To conduct a simple price comparison, the price of day ahead market at SE3 bidding area (Stockholm) is 

being utilized. A day ahead market prices are divided into three periods of different season, which are 20th 

July 2018 (Summer), 20th April 2019 (Transition), and 20th January 2019 (Winter). The data of hourly day 

ahead price is obtained from (Nordpool, 2019) and can be observed in Table 6. 

Table 6 Price of Day Ahead Market Price of Electricty in SE3 (Nordpool, 2019) 

h 
Price 20 Jul 18  

(€/ kWh) 
Price 20 Apr 19  

(€/ kWh) 
Price 20 Jan 19  

(€/ kWh) 

0 0,05152 0,03455 0,051 

1 0,05023 0,0323 0,04973 

2 0,04964 0,03123 0,05 

3 0,04812 0,03138 0,05011 

4 0,04642 0,03206 0,05085 

5 0,04918 0,03518 0,05111 

6 0,05247 0,03852 0,05099 

7 0,05459 0,04011 0,05183 

8 0,05746 0,04142 0,05214 

9 0,05798 0,04175 0,05368 

10 0,05706 0,04074 0,05448 

11 0,05669 0,03934 0,0547 

12 0,0551 0,03786 0,05417 

13 0,05502 0,03685 0,05371 

14 0,05449 0,03587 0,05404 

15 0,05506 0,03503 0,05539 

16 0,05607 0,03576 0,05802 

17 0,05791 0,03719 0,06508 

18 0,0585 0,03833 0,06777 

19 0,05793 0,03821 0,06362 

20 0,05661 0,03783 0,05982 

21 0,05538 0,03724 0,05737 

22 0,05467 0,03628 0,05701 

23 0,05257 0,03107 0,05462 
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3.3 Flowchart of Simulation  

Matlab/ Simulink is used to simulate the model. Matlab is a multi-paradigm numerical computing 

environment and proprietary programming language which is developed by Mathworks. In Matlab, the user 

are able to formulate matrix manipulations, implement algorithms, creation of user interfaces, and 

interfacing programs with other languages : C, C++, Java, Fortran, and Python (wikipedia, 2019). Simulink 

are being utilized to perform multidomain modelling and simulation. The models built in Simulink can be 

reused across environments to simulate how all parts of the system work together or how it will be if the 

input value is changed. Simulink also has a capability to verify and validate embedded system (Mathworks, 

2019).  

Outputs of this simulation are the energy flow to OBC, duration of charging, and day ahead price of 

electricity. As prerequisites of energy flow simulation, energy availability should be obtained by inputting 

the data of load profile, fuse rating, and the chosen charging method. Thereafter, the energy flow simulation 

can be run. This simulation requires inputs consist of the time of start charging, car demand which can be 

the level of SOC or distance targeted, and the capacity left in the car. The flowchart in Figure 13 reveals 

how the model is examined in order to achieve the objective of this research.  
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Figure 13 Simulation Flowchart 
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The model is capable to organize the energy flow to OBC in accordance with hourly day ahead price of 

electricity. Table 7 shows a simple example of how the model could arrange the energy flow to OBC.  

Assumption: the desired capacity is 18 kWh (18000 Wh) and a 16 A fuse customer starts to charge their 

car on 18 PM during summer. 

Table 7 Illustration of Model's Energy Flow to OBC 

Parameters/ Hours 18 19 20 

Energy Available 

(Wh) 

7738,91 7275,79 7947,88 

Energy Flow (Wh) 7738,91 7275,79 2985,3 

Energy Cumulative 

(Wh) 

7738,91 15014,7 18000 

Day Ahead Price  

(€/ kWh) 0,0585 0,05793 0,05661 

Energy Flow 

Adjusted (Wh) 

2776,33 7275,79 7947,88 

Energy Cumulative 

Adjusted (Wh) 

2776,33 10052,1 18000 

Total price of charging (Before Adjusted & After Adjusted) =  1,043 € & 1,034  € 

Referring to Table 7, the model forces maximum energy flow to be applied during lower price period. In 

the other hands, the least energy flow will be assigned to the highest price time. As a result of this 

arrangement, the adjusted price of charging is reduced by 5,16%. The model also could recommend the 

user to charge the EV one hour after the desired time if the calculation of asymmetrical charging performs 

a higher price than the symmetrical one on that time. Thus, the customer will be able to choose either they 

want to delay their charging activity to save money or continue charging during the desired time. 
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4 Case Studies and Discussion 

4.1 Case Definition 

In order to investigate differences between asymmetrical method and symmetrical method, several cases 

should be defined. Mainly, definition of cases are based on two main factors which are the target capacity 

and starting time of charging. The target capacity can be obtained from the State of Charge (SOC) 

demanded by the customer. Considering the aim of this research is to obtain gap of charging duration 

between charging methods, a full SOC is being taken into account in this simulation. 

Another way to derive the target capacity is by defining the target of distance covered by EV. Referring to 

a study from United States (Boston & Werthman, 2016), the average daily km driven across all days for 

Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV) is 73,06 km with a standard deviation of 79,18 km. In this study 

to acquire clear comparisons between symmetrical and asymmetrical method, 100 km is picked as the 

distance targeted. The value of EV’s fuel consumption, 556 km/ kWh, is gained from the averaged value 

of various existing EV’s fuel consumption which has been estimated by EPA, the official U.S. government 

for fuel economy information (Pushevs, u.d.).    

Starting time of charging will demonstrate the impact of different load profile in particular time. When the 

customer charge their car during peak hour, the duration of charging can become longer than if the EVs 

user starts charging in the off peak hour. In addition, cost of charging will also depend on the starting time.  

Other case that is defined is theoretical case. In this case, the car is charged from hour number 0 during the 

night. The aim of theoretical case is to afford pre-study data which can reveal the improvement made by 

asymmetrical method in number of charging cycles during a day. Table 8 shows the complete cases for this 

study. 

Table 8 Case Definition 

Cases Time of 

start 

charging 

Fuse 

Rating 

SOC 

Targetted 

(%) 

Distance 

Targetted 

(km) 

Distance 

Rate (km/ 

kWh) 

Theoretical 

Case 

00:00 16 A & 20 

A 

0 - 100 - - 

0-100% 

SOC 

Morning 

charging  

08:00 16 A & 20 

A 

0 - 100 - - 

0-100% 

SOC 

Evening 

charging 

18:00 16 A  & 20 

A 

0 - 100 - - 

User Case 

Morning 

charging 

08:00 16 A & 20 

A 

- 100 5,40 

User Case 

Evening 

Charging 

18:00 16 A & 20 

A 

- 100 5,40 
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4.2 Energy Available Result 

16 Ampere Symmetrical 

 

16 Ampere Asymmetrical 

 

20 Ampere Symmetrical

 

20 Ampere Asymmetrical

 

Figure 14 The result of Energy Availability Simulation 

Figure 14 reveals the pattern of energy available for both of fuse rating, 16 A and 20 A. Since the load 

sources are similar, the changing in fuse rating only impacts on the level of energy availability. The 20 A 

fuse enables the OBC to extract around 25% higher energy than the 16 A fuse. Noted that in the 20 A fuse 

system, in some hours the value of energy availability exceeds OBC capacity, thus, the energy available is 

caped in 11 kWh.  

The simulation result of energy available in transition season demonstrates equal value with summer season 

for both methods. Referring to Figure 5, the elevation of the load on transition days is not impactful during 

the day time. Even though there is an increasing level of load in phase 2 during transition days, the day-

time load of phase 1 is still the highest compared with other phases. The gap between the load profile in 

summer and transition becomes higher when it comes into the night time. According to Table 2, the 

transition days’ electricity demand increases in a higher percentage on the night hours than in the day time 

because people typically require extra heat during the night time. Furthermore, the energy available in the 

winter is the most inferior compared with the other two seasons, and it is evident because the enormous 

power of heat pump is required throughout all hours on a winter day. 

Observing Figure 14 it can be overseen asymmetrical method enables the OBC to absorb higher energy 

than symmetrical charging. There are some hours when the symmetrical method can match up the 

asymmetrical method, but according to this modeling, the level of energy drawn by symmetrical charging 

never becomes better than asymmetrical method.  
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4.3 Analysis of Simulation Result 

4.3.1 Theoretical Result and Discussion 

16 A 20 A 

Summer

 

Summer

 

Transition

 

Transition

 

Winter

 

Winter

 

Figure 15 Theoretical Result of Simulation 

Figure 15 indicates the number of daily charging cycle that could be achieved by utilizing both methods of 

charging. In a 16 A fuse system, the contrast of energy provision between symmetrical and asymmetrical 

method is quite significant. Therefore, disparities of charging cycle in 16 A fuse system is superior to 20 A. 

During summer, the asymmetrical method in a 16 A fuse model can achieve about 2,5 charging cycle in a 

day, while symmetrical is able to finish two charging. This variation is more or less similar for transition 

case also. The inequality between methods becomes significantly high in the winter when the asymmetrical 

charging is capable of finishing two charging in a day compared with only about 1,3 charging cycle that 

could be accomplished by the symmetrical method. 

Implementing similar load profile in a 20 A fuse system induces less gap of power provision between 

symmetrical and asymmetrical charging method which leads into equal numbers of charging cycle that could 

be attained by both methods during summer and transition days. This result is also supported by the fact 
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that has been explained in section 4.2 about the slight variation between summer and transition days loads, 

especially during the day time. However, in winter, the asymmetrical method of 20 A fuse system performs 

faster charging than the symmetrical. It can achieve its full capacity at hour number 8, while symmetrical 

accomplish its first charging cycle in about 11 hours. Another point taken is results of simulation utilizing 

the symmetrical concept could not surpass asymmetrical in terms of the number of charging cycle.    

4.3.2 0-100% Simulation Result and Discussion 

Charging activities in 0/100% case are expected to perform longer duration than the user case. The battery 

of the car is assumed need to be filled from 0 kWh to 80 kWh of capacity. A long duration time makes an 

impact also to the level of day ahead price of electricity. Results of investigation of 0-100% case can be 

overseen in Table 9 and Table 10. 

Table 9 Result of 0-100% Case Summer Model 

Fuse Time Symmetrical Asymmetrical Comparison  

(Symmetrical - Asymmetrical) 

Duration 

of 

charging 

(h) 

Day 

Ahead 

Price 

(€) 

Duration 

of 

charging 

(h) 

Day 

Ahead 

Price 

(€) 

Duration of 

charging 

Price of 

Charging 

h (mins) % € % 

16 A 08:00 10,138 4,5034 9,218 4,49 0,920 

(55,200) 

9,07 0,013 0,3 

18:00 9,964 4,2458 9,175 4,2291 0,789 

(47,340) 

7,92 0,017 0,39 

20 A 08:00 7,670 4,496 7,398 4,478 0,272 

(16,32) 

3,55 0,018 0,40 

18:00 7,983 4,352 7,537 4,346 0,446 

(26,76) 

5,59 0,006 0,14 

Referring to Table 9, the time to finish charging of EV in the 0-100% summer case is 9-10 hours and 7-8 

hours for 16 A fuse system and 20 A fuse system respectively. The difference in charging duration between 

morning case and evening case is not significant. The energy availability tends to decrease in the late 

afternoon, and it will rise again after midnight, that is the reason for the small gap of charging duration 

between morning case and evening case. The same issue also applies to the price level. Charging in evening 

time relates to a higher cost than the morning time, but it does not happen in that way for this case. As 

charging requires a lot of hours, when the charging process surpasses the midnight time, the hourly day-

ahead price will decline. Contrary, if the customer initiates charging during morning time using this case 

concept, the price will grow up after 5 in the afternoon. This explains why the higher cost of electricity 

concedes on morning charging not in the evening case. 

The asymmetrical method would be able to perform better duration of charging than the symmetrical way, 

which the gap of time could be as high as 55 mins in the 16 A fuse system. The 20 A fuse system indicates 

a lower difference in terms of charging duration because as aforementioned in 4.2, the gap of energy 

availability between symmetrical and asymmetrical method is small in a 20 A fuse system.  

Day-ahead price of asymmetrical charging is slightly better than symmetrical. However, charging with either 

symmetrical or asymmetrical method aims the equal value of energy. Thus, in a general observation, the 

price of electricity that is acquired from both technique would be almost identical.  
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Table 10 Result of 0-100% Case Transition Model 

Fuse Time Symmetrical Asymmetrical Comparison  

(Symmetrical - Asymmetrical) 

Duration 

of 

charging 

(h) 

Day 

Ahead 

Price 

(€) 

Duration 

of 

charging 

(h) 

Day 

Ahead 

Price 

(€) 

Duration of 

charging 

Price of 

Charging 

h (mins) % € % 

16 A 
08:00 10,167 3,061 9,418 3,039 

 0,749 

(44,940) 
7,37  0,022  0,72  

18:00* 11,183 2,7463 9,6882 2,7128 
1,495 

(89,688)  

13,37

  
0,034  1,22  

20 A 
08:00 7,670 3,105 7,406 3,069 

0,264 

(15,84)  
3,44  0,036  1,16  

18:00* 8,527 2,818 7,752 2,769 
0,775 

(46,50)  
9,09  0,049  1,74  

* The model suggests asymmetrical method to start charge one hour later to save money 

Reviewing the result in 4.2, day-time energy availability in spring/ fall is equal with the summer season. This 

reason leads to the conclusion that in a transition season, the time to achieve 100% of SOC in the day time 

requires only a little additional time than in summer which can be seen in Table 10. This value even equal 

for morning case in 20 A fuse system. The charging duration has higher disparity than in summer time for 

evening case charging. An increased level of load profile during spring/fall night time affects this result. 

That is also a reason why asymmetrical method shows a better saving during evening case on spring/fall 

compared with summer, in which the saving time could be as high as 90 mins and 46 mins for 16 A fuse 

system and 20 A fuse system respectively. 

The model suggests delaying the charging into an hour if the 16 A fuse or the 20 A fuse customer wants to 

charge their EV at 18:00. The purpose of the delay is to enable customer pays less than symmetrical charging 

with the asymmetrical method. Transition days simulation also indicates that asymmetrical method could 

require less cost of electricity than symmetrical charging.    
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Table 11 Result of 0-100% Case Winter Model 

Fuse Time Symmetrical Asymmetrical Comparison  

(Symmetrical - Asymmetrical) 

Duration 

of 

charging 

(h) 

Day 

Ahead 

Price 

(€) 

Duration 

of 

charging 

(h) 

Day 

Ahead 

Price 

(€) 

Duration of 

charging 

Price of 

Charging 

h (mins) % € % 

16 A 
08:00 17,159 4,5305 11,344 4,5034 

5,815 

(348,90)  

33,89

  
0,0271 0,60  

18:00 17,364 4,3416 10,828 4,2936 
6,536 

(392,16)  

37,64

  
0,048  1,11  

20 A 

 

 
 

08:00 11,429 4,551 8,409 4,339 
3,02 

(181,20)  

26,42

  
0,212  4,66  

18:00* 11,197 4,420 8,352 4,316 
2,845 

(170,7)  

25,40

  
0,104  2,35  

* The model suggests asymmetrical method to start charge one hour later to save money 

The most prominent inequality between methods could be overseen on winter case simulation. According 

to Table 11, the asymmetrical method would be capable of saving the duration of charging up to about 6 

hours and 3 hours for 16 A fuse system and 20 A fuse system, respectively. Afore-mentioned in section 

2.3.3, symmetrical charging will only be able to draw smallest current available from the three phases. 

Corresponding with Figure 5, load level in phase number 2 is prominently highest compared with other 

phase. Consequently, the current that will flow from phase number 2 will become excessively small, and 

this value of current will be drawn by the OBC. Hence, it is only small amount of energy available if the 

symmetrical method is applied during winter. This leads into a vast disparity of charging duration between 

symmetrical and asymmetrical technique. 

As well as other seasons, the asymmetrical method has a lower cost of electricity than symmetrical charging. 

The model recommends charging an hour after 18:00 when a 20 A fuse customer wants to fill their EV at 

that time. 

4.3.3 User Case Result and Discussion 

The user case charging simulation addresses in acquiring similar comparison as well as other cases, but with 

distance targeted as the input. Simulations in this stage demonstrate a feasibility of more real case situation 

than 0-100% case. It is very seldom the customer charge their car from 0 kWh to 80 kWh, instead, the EV 

users prefer to fill their car batteries according to their travel demands.  By taking 100 km as the distance 

targeted, the car demand will become about 18 kWh. With a small target capacity, charging would not 

require a long time to finish as well as 0 – 100% case. The result of user case simulation can be observed in 

Table 12, Table 13, and Table 14. 
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Table 12 Result of User Case Summer Model 

Fuse Time Symmetrical Asymmetrical Comparison  

(Symmetrical - Asymmetrical) 

Duration 

of 

charging 

(h) 

Day 

Ahead 

Price 

(€) 

Duration 

of 

charging 

(h) 

Day 

Ahead 

Price 

(€) 

Duration of 

charging 

Price of 

Charging 

h (mins) % € % 

16 A 
08:00 2,098  1,067  2,045  1,059  

0,053  
(3,198) 

2,54  0,007  0,71  

18:00 3,023 1,066 2,423 1,063 
0,600 

(36)  
19,85 0,003 0,3 

20 A 
08:00 1,682 1,067 1,682 1,067 0  0  0  0  

18:00* 2,243 1,074 1,867 1,058 
0,376 

(22,560)  

16,76

  
0,016  1,49  

* The model suggests asymmetrical method to start charge one hour later to save money 

Table 13 Result of User Case Transition Model 

Fuse Time Symmetrical Asymmetrical Comparison  

(Symmetrical - Asymmetrical) 

Duration 

of 

charging 

(h) 

Day 

Ahead 

Price 

(€) 

Duration 

of 

charging 

(h) 

Day 

Ahead 

Price 

(€) 

Duration of 

charging 

Price of 

Charging 

h (mins) % € % 

16 A 
08:00 2,099 0,769 2,055 0,760 

0,043 

(2,598)  
2,06  0,008  1,08  

18:00* 3,13 0,7042 2,488 0,696 
0,642 

(38,514)  

20,51

  
0,008  1,14  

20 A 

 
 

08:00 1,682 0,769 1,682 0,769  0 0  0  0  

18:00 2,323 0,707 2,036 0,703 
0,288 

(17,280)  
12,39 0,004  0,57  

* The model suggests asymmetrical method to start charge one hour later to save money 
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Table 14 Result of User Case Winter Model 

Fuse Time Symmetrical Asymmetrical Comparison  

(Symmetrical - Asymmetrical) 

Duration 

of 

charging 

(h) 

Day 

Ahead 

Price 

(€) 

Duration 

of 

charging 

(h) 

Day 

Ahead 

Price 

(€) 

Duration of 

charging 

Price of 

Charging 

h (mins) % € % 

16 A 
08:00 4,142 0,996 2,631 0,985 

 1,511 

(90,684) 

36,49

  
0,011  1,10  

18:00 4,325 1,142 2,880 1,111 
1,446 

(86,730)  

33,42

  
 0,031 2,76  

20 A 
08:00 2,788 0,988 1,945 0,979 

 0,843 

(50,580) 

30,24

  
0,009  0,86  

18:00 2,838 1,185 2,214 1,152 
0,624 

(37,440)  

21,99

  
0,033  2,81  

 

Table 12 and Table 13 reveals the results of the simulation in the summer and spring/fall season. Similar 

to 0-100 % case, charging simulation in summer produces identical results with charging activity in 

transition days. In summer, it requires 2-3 hours to finish charging with a 16 A fuse system, while it needs 

1,5 to 2 hours if the 20 A fuse system is implemented. These values are not changed a lot in spring/ fall. 

This is because the increase of load profile in transition days is not that much compared with the summer 

season.  

In terms of charging duration comparison, both seasons show slight differences in morning case and a quite 

noticed disparities in evening charging. Even for 20 A fuse system, the value of charging duration is equal 

in the morning time. Following section 4.2, during a period between 8-12 in the morning on summer and 

transition days, the availability of energy reaches the rated OBC capacity. Therefore, for both season at that 

time, the charging duration will become equal. However, the gap of evening charging duration between 

symmetrical and asymmetrical quite significant in summer and spring/fall. The existence of peak hours 

moment induces this result during evening charging. High demand for electricity during peak hours makes 

the symmetrical method can only draw a smaller amount of energy than in the morning.  

According to Table 14, as well as 0-100% case, winter charging reveals a remarkable amount of charging 

duration difference between symmetrical and asymmetrical method. However, there is no massive raising 

of differences of charging duration between methods from morning to evening, such as in summer and 

spring/fall season. This issue happens because the level of load in phase number 2 in Figure 5 does not 

differ a lot between 08:00 and 18:00. Therefore, if the symmetrical charging is applied, the amount of 

current which will be absorbed by the OBC will have a close value. 

In terms of day ahead price of electricity, the asymmetrical method is slightly cheaper than symmetrical in 

all cases. To reduce the cost, the model recommends an hour delay in charging for a 20 A fuse evening 

charging and 16 A fuse evening charging in summer and transition respectively.   

4.4 Recommendation of requirements for Asymmetrical 

Charging Methods 

Asymmetrical charging method implementation would need a communication mechanism between EVSE 

and energy meter interface of a grid-connected home system. Currently, the communication scheme is only 

applicable for DC charging through IEC 61851-24. Therefore, a new requirement needs to be investigated 
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further to realize the concept of asymmetrical charging. In this study, some general recommendations to 

develop new requirements to support asymmetrical technique are being concluded, which can be explained 

in Figure 16. 

 

 

Figure 16 An example of a 3 phase grid connected home system 

Figure 16 illustrates a 3 phase grid-connected home system. There are three main elements to realize the 

concept of asymmetrical charging: EVSE, energy meter, and current sensor. The electricity comes to the 

home through energy meter, MCB, and continuing to supply the load. Current sensors sense the current 

that goes to each load at a particular time and provide that information to the energy meter. Energy meter 

read the information from the current sensor and conduct a calculation of current available in each phase. 

This real-time value of current available information then will be sent to the EVSE. Once the EVSE 

receives the data, the EVSE then will request the home system to draw the current corresponding to 

information obtained. In general, to support this communication scheme there are six main 

recommendation of requirements that need to be investigated: 

1. Connecting the EVSE to the home’s energy meter. 

To apply this communication scheme, the connection between EVSE and home’s energy meter 

should be established. Currently, there is no standard discuss about connection between these two 

devices.  

2. Communication between EVSE and home’s energy meter need to be established. 

A communication mechanism need to be implemented between EVSE and home’s energy meter 

to enable both devices to exchange information to support asymmetrical charging technique. 

3. Home’s energy meter should have enough intelligence to send current information to the EVSE. 

The value of current goes to each phase will be received by the home’s energy meter from current 

sensor. This information becomes an input for EVSE to calculate the current available in each 

phase. Hence, home’s energy should have a feature to enable this calculation.  

4. The communication should be able to send a real time current information to the EVSE. 

A new communication standard of this AC charging should include a real time current information 

as the content information that will be sent to the EVSE. 

5. The communication should have an adequate speed capability to avoid instantaneous overcurrent. 

If the system experiences a disruption which impacts to a high level of current in a particular 

phase, the communication has to be fast enough to request appropriate level of current which will 

not blow the fuse. 
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6. The connection to the EVSE should be implemented after the main MCB in order to isolate the 

fault connection in the system. 

The aim of this recommendation is to isolate EVSE if there is a disruption in the system. When 

the home system faces fault problem, the MCB will be opened, thus, the current will not be drawn 

by the EVSE. This will protect the EVSE from a excessive fault current from the system.  

Currently, there is a standard about communication between EVSE and EV in DC charging system (IEC, 

2014). According to discussions with an expert in Volvo, there is a possibility to apply the same concept of 

DC charging communication in AC charging sequences. Adapted from Figure 10, a new information 

scheme is developed and can be seen in Figure 17.  

 

Figure 17 A new recommendation of Information Flows 

 

Similar information sequences such as DC applied in the interaction between EVSE and OBC. However, 

in the charging step, the information regarding real-time current availability should be exchanged because 

it will impact on the EVSE current request to the home system. Additional information flows from energy 

meter should be established. The communication between energy meter and EVSE can be initiated in the 

charge handshake phase. The energy meter will provide the primary information of real-time current 

available during charging activity.  

Another alternative is the EVSE can conduct the measurement with its sensors. The current information 

from the current sensor will go directly to the EVSE  and then to the car. To enable this mechanism, the 

EVSE should capable to sense the current, read the information, and conduct calculation to obtain a real-

time current available from each phase. This scheme then will require similar information sequences with 

DC charging, which can be seen from Figure 10 and Figure 17. Recommendations number 4, 5 and 6 are 

still needed to ensure this alternative application work adequately.   
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5 Conclusion and Further Works  

5.1 Conclusion 

In order to obtain the result of a comparison between the new charging method and the existing charging 

technique, there is a need to conduct modeling of load at a 3 phase grid connection home system. 

References are taken to generate a load profile modeled in this project. The load model has a specific 

purpose for electricity usage. These particular purposes of electricity usage is distributed in each phase with 

the detail in section 2.1.2. The load profile generated is also be modeled for spring/ fall season and winter 

season to see the impact of various load profile corresponding to the seasons in our charging model.  

IEC 61851-1 and IEC 61861-24 are standards which describe charging activity in AC and DC respectively. 

With current existing standard, AC charging requires a control pilot circuit to decide the amount of current 

that can be drawn by the EV. In DC charging sequences, there is a communication mechanism between 

EV and EVSE in which there is an exchanging of charging parameter information between devices.  

According to standards existed, a possible AC charging technique is symmetrical charging. In symmetrical 

charging, the OBC will draw the smallest current available from three phase input of the EVSE side. A 

term ‘symmetrical’ means the current in three phase input of OBC is equal. A new concept of charging 

proposed in this study is the asymmetrical charging method in which the OBC will draw the leftover of 

current in each phase. 

The model has been developed and can be operated either with symmetrical charging or asymmetrical 

charging. Asymmetrical charging method provides higher energy available than symmetrical technique. A 

16 A fuse system with Asymmetrical charging performs 8,23% higher average energy available than the 

symmetrical method in summer, while this number becomes 9,82% and 54,38% in transition season and 

winter season respectively. Meanwhile, A 20 A fuse system with asymmetrical method could achieve 4,46%, 

5,57%, and 33,61% increasing of average energy availability from symmetrical technique in summer, 

transition, and winter respectively. Smaller percentages of raising in 20 A fuse system is obtained because 

the similar load profile in 16 A fuse system is implemented in 20 A fuse system, which enables the 

symmetrical charging in 20 A fuse system to draw excessively higher current than symmetrical technique in 

a 16 A fuse system.  

There are three main cases defined in this study: theoretical case, 0-100% SOC case, and User Case. In a 

theoretical case, it is assumed the EV will be charged at the beginning of the day from 0-100% level of 

SOC. The result of this case is the asymmetrical method would be able to achieve more daily charging cycle 

than symmetrical charging. The difference of the charging cycle is more prominent in 16 A fuse system 

than in 20 A fuse system. Asymmetrical method and symmetrical method share about the same number of 

daily charging cycle in a 20 A fuse system for summer and spring season. However, a quite significant 

difference between the two methods in a 20 A fuse system still can be observed in winter. 

The summary of the result for 0-100% case and user case can be observed in Table 15. 
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Table 15 The summary of Cases Result 

Fuse Time of 

Charging 

Charging Time Differences 3 years Price Differences 

0-100% Case 

(h) 

User Case 

(h) 

0-100% Case 

(€) 

User Case 

(€) 

16 A Morning 

(08:00) 

7,484 1,608 23,093 9,624 

Evening 

(18:00) 

8,819 2,687 35,961 13,780 

 
Total Hour 

Saving (h) 

4,295 Total 3 years 

Cost Saving 

(€) 

23,405 

Fuse Time of 

Charging 

Charging Time Differences 3 years Price Differences 

0-100 % Case 

(h) 

User Case 

(h) 

0-100% Case 

(€) 

User Case 

(€) 

20 A 

 
 

Morning 

(08:00) 

3,556 0,843 81,972 2,295 

Evening 

(18:00) 

4,066 1,288 56,637 15,603 

 
Total Hour 

Saving (h) 

2,131 Total 3 years 

Cost Saving 

(€) 

17,898 

 

According to Table 15, in 0-100% SOC case, the asymmetrical method can save 7-8 hours and 3,5-4 hours 

of charging duration in a year for 16 A fuse system and 20 A fuse system respectively. Moving on to user 

case simulation in which the EV request less target capacity, the total hour saving in a year for a 16 A fuse 

system is about 4 hours, while in a 20 A fuse system is 2 hours.  

Price differences in one charging cycle might be not that significant. However, after being cumulated in 3 

years, the saving earned by the asymmetrical method in 0-100% SOC case could be as high as 36 Euro and 

81 Euro for 16 A fuse system and 20 A fuse system respectively. In user cases simulation the total three 

years saving could reach 23 Euro for 16 A customer and 18 Euro for 20 A customer. 

From all the cases, the symmetrical method is never better than the asymmetrical method in terms of power 

availability, charging duration, and day ahead price of electricity. Therefore, this charging method is 

promising in the future to be implemented. Although, currently there is no specific standard explains about 

the exchanging information of real-time current availability in the AC charging system. By discussing with 

an expert in Volvo, there is feasibility in adapting requirements of IEC 61851-24 which is about DC 

charging communication for AC charging system. To support the development of that standard, this study 

suggests some points of the recommendation of new requirements in the AC charging system. All of the 

points of recommendation is mainly suggest to establish communication between energy meter in the home 

system, EVSE, and OBC. The content of information in that communication is primarily the real-time 

current available from each phase. Alternatively,  additional sensors could be installed in EVSE, to sense 

current in each phase on its own. In this case, EVSE should be able to conduct calculation to determine 

the real-time current available. 
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5.2 Recommendation for the future project 

Asymmetrical charging technique has shown a better performance in terms of power availability, charging 

duration, and electricity cost. However, this study has limitations which has been stated in section 1.3. In 

addition to scope limitation, the data observed in this study also need to be verified further with the real 

data. Therefore, further studies are required in order to strengthen the development of asymmetrical 

charging method. Some recommendations of future studies below could be considered: 

1. Applying the real electricity price, which also considers the cost of fuse rate. 

This project chooses day ahead price in the electricity market as the input for cost calculation. If 

a real household level cost of electricity could be accessed, more objective cost analysis could be 

investigated. Additional consideration of the cost of fuse rate will also leverage the reliability of 

cost calculation results in the future. 

2. Studying the feasibility to arrange power flow to avoid the peak hour period. 

The model resulted from this study can arrange power flow to avoid peak hour price period. 

Research has to be conducted to see the possibility to arrange this power flow according to the 

peak hour period in a real case in terms of software, hardware, and communication devices. 

3. Utilizing the actual data of the home load to simulate the model. 

All of the load data modeled in this simulation are being taken from other references. The result 

will be more reliable if the real load profile data from notable institutions in Sweden could be 

obtained as the input of the model developed in this system. 

4. Conducting new research for the recommendation of new EVSE requirements. 

Holistic research in terms of hardware and software should be investigated further to see the 

feasibility of implementations of all six recommendations of new EVSE requirements. 
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Appendices 1 : Schematic of Current Generation 

 

Figure 18 Schematic of Current Generation 
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Appendices 2 : Schematic of Symmetrical Charging Method 

 

Figure 19 Schematic of Symmetrical Charging 
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Appendices 3: Schematic of Asymmetrical Charging Method  

 

Figure 20 Schematic of Asymmetrical Charging 
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Appendices 4: Script Code of the Model  

Main Program 

%Main Program 
%This main program is utilized to simulate various cases and methods of 
%charging. Main program has already integrated with other scripts and 
%simulinks that are essentials for comparing the power availability, duration 
%of charging, and cost of electricity for symmetrical charging and 
%asymmetrical charging. 
  
%The workflow of main program comprises: 
%1. Input of all parameters:  
%Cases input, Starting time of charging, Car demand (SOC / Distance 
%targetted), Capacity Left, Compensation of over capacity value. 
%2. Simulation of load calculation, to generate load profile which becomes 
%an input to simulink operation. 
%3. Simulink operation. 
%4. Power flow simulation for both symmetrical charging and asymmetrical 
%charging. 
%5. Output :  
%Hourly tables of final data (from left to the right coloumn: hourly price of 
%electricity, power availability, energy drawn by the obc, cummulative energy,  
%Hourly price of charging, The fraction of duration) 
  
%Acknowledgment:     
%number 1 in the variables means the result of charging for starting time  
%of charging 1 (morning). 
%number 2 in the variables means the result of charging for starting time 
%of charging 2 (evening) 
  
    %final data symmetrical charging method: 
        %a. final_data_sym1 
        %b. final_data_sym2 
     
    %final data asymmetrical charging method: 
        %a. final_data_asym1_befadj: final data of asymmetrical charging method 
        %simulation before being adjusted by organizing the energy flow 
        %according to peak hour price period. 
        %b. final_data_asym2_befadj 
        %c. final_data_asym1 
        %d. final_data_asym2 
     
    %The program can suggest the customer to charge their EV one hour later 
    %than initial charging time for asymmetrical charging method. This 
    %suggestions will be applicable if the price of asymmetrical charging 
    %method is higher than symmetrical charging method ar time 1 or 2.  
    %The result of this simulation could be seen in : 
        %a.final_data_asym1_readj 
        %b.final_data_asym2_readj 
  
%Main Program  
%%------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%1. Input of all parameters  
%% 
clc; 
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%Input season 
prompt = 'Which season are you now? (1 : summer, 2 : transition, 3 : winter)'; 
season = input (prompt); 
%Input Fuse Rating 
prompt = 'What is your fuse rating?'; 
fuserating = input (prompt); 
  
%Input Price of fuse 
if fuserating == 16 
prompt = 'Fixed cost of 16 A fuse/ day'; 
pof = input (prompt); 
end 
  
if fuserating == 20 
prompt = 'Fixed cost of 20 A fuse/ day'; 
pof = input (prompt); 
end     
%% 
%Input Time and SOC  
battery_cap = 80e3; %kWh 
prompt = 'Which case do you want to be simulated (1 = 0-100% Case, 2 = User Case)? '; 
cases = input(prompt);  
  
prompt = 'What time do you want to charge your car? (First Scenario) '; 
tinput1 = input(prompt);  
t1_asym = tinput1 + 1; 
t1_sym = tinput1 + 1;  
  
prompt = 'What time do you want to charge your car (Second Scenario)? '; 
tinput2 = input(prompt);  
t2_asym = tinput2 + 1;   
t2_sym = tinput2 + 1;  
  
%Case 1: The 0-100% Case: The car is charged from 0% to 100% SOC   
if cases == 1 
prompt = 'which SOC do you want for your car? (%)'; 
SOC_input = input (prompt); 
SOC = SOC_input/100; 
end 
  
%Case 2: The User Case: The car demand is based on the distance targetted 
if cases == 2 
prompt = 'How many distances do you want to cover? (km)'; 
dis = input (prompt); 
distance = dis; 
end 
  
%Capacity left in the car, the usual value is 0 
prompt = 'Existing SOC of your car (%)'; 
angka = input (prompt); 
car_capacity = (angka/100)*battery_cap; 
  
%Input Maximum Capacity toleration (default is 0) 
prompt = 'Maximum Capacity compensated? (%)'; 
tolerance = input (prompt); 
tol = 1 + tolerance/100; 
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%% 
%Program 
%Season = 1, Summer Load 
%Season = 2, Transition Days load 
%Season = 3, Winter Load  
  
if season == 1  
loadcalc_utilized; %2. Load profile calculation 
%3. Simulink Simulation 
sim('Asym_Zoh_Universal_13_June');  
sim ('Sym_Zoh_Universal_13_June'); 
end 
  
if season == 2 
loadcalcspring_new; 
sim('Asym_Zoh_Universal_13_June'); 
sim ('Sym_Zoh_Universal_13_June'); 
end 
  
if season == 3 
loadcalcwinter_new; 
sim('Asym_Zoh_Universal_13_June'); 
sim ('Sym_Zoh_Universal_13_June'); 
end 
  
%4. Power Flow Simulation 
main_energy_flow; 
   
Main Energy Flow 

%Program Run Data 
Symmetrical_code; 
Asymmetrical_code; 
  
%Program for adjusting the energy flow to OBC according to Peak Hour 
%period 
price_optimization_edited_3; 
 
 

Symmetrical Code 

%STEPS Symmetrical Code 
%1 Calculating the integration of energy available according to the load 
%calculation result. 
%2 Determination of car demand. 
%3 Energy flow to OBC Calculation. 
%4 Charging Time Duration Calculation. 
%5 Price calculation. 
  
%The STEPS in symmetrical code is similar with asymmetrical code. It is only variables that are 
differences. 
%% 
%Average Power and Energy Calculation 
  
distance_rate = 4.939; %km/ kWh 
pavg2 = trapz(Prms2.time,Prms2.signals.values)./max(Prms2.time); 
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%% 
energy_average_total2 = trapz(Prms2.time,Prms2.signals.values); 
av_chargetime2 = battery_cap/pavg2; 
%% 
%power available writing from 0 to 48 h 
for h = 1 : 24 
    power_available2 (h) = ptotal_array2(h+1); 
end 
ad = 0; 
for h = 25 : 48 
    ad = ad + 1;  
    power_available2(h) = power_available2 (ad);  
end 
%% 
%Creating an Array of energy available by integrating power available through the time  
for h = 1 : 47 
  integral2 (h) = power_available2 (h)*(h+1-h); 
end 
integral2 (48)= power_available2 (48)*(48-47); 
  
%% 
%Car Demand Targetted 
%% 
%Case = 1 : The percentage of SOC becomes the determiner of car demand. 
if cases == 1 
target_capacity = SOC * 80 * 10^3; 
end 
  
%Case = 2 : The Distance targetted becomes the determiner of car demand  
if cases == 2 
target_capacity = distance * 0.185 * 1000; %kWh/km distance rate; 
end  
  
car_demand = target_capacity - car_capacity; 
  
  
%% 
%logic calculation for time 1 
e_matrix2 = zeros(1,49); 
for i = 1 : 48 
e_matrix2 (i) = integral2(i); 
end 
  
%Cummulative energy to OBC calculation 
energy_to_obc2_t1sym (t1_sym) = e_matrix2(t1_sym); 
for a = (t1_sym + 1) : 48 
    if energy_to_obc2_t1sym (a-1) <= car_demand %If the cummulative energy value is not exceed car 
demand, the calculation is continued. 
       energy_to_obc2_t1sym(a) = e_matrix2 (a)+ energy_to_obc2_t1sym (a-1); %The calculation is the 
sum of hourly energy available.  
       chargetime_sym1 (a-1) = 0; %Chargetime will be still zero, if the cummulative energy value is below 
the car demand. 
    end 
       if energy_to_obc2_t1sym (a-1) >= car_demand %if the cummulative energy value is exceed the car 
demand, the calculation of cummulative energy is started from 0 again. 
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           energy_to_obc2_t1sym (a)= e_matrix2 (a);  
           chargetime_sym1 (a-1) = a-1; %Chargetime will become the time when the energy is exceed the car 
demand. 
           if a < 48 %If the index below 48, the calculation is continued.   
           energy_to_obc2_t1sym (a+1)= e_matrix2 (a+1)+ energy_to_obc2_t1sym (a); 
           else  
           break 
           end 
    end     
end 
if energy_to_obc2_t1sym (48)>= car_demand 
    chargetime_sym1(48) = 48; %if the car is fully charged at hour number 48, the charging time equals 
with 48. 
end 
  
%% 
%The logic calculation for time 2, the steps are the same as time 1 
energy_to_obc2_t2sym (t2_sym) = e_matrix2(t2_sym); 
for a = (t2_sym + 1) : 48 
    if energy_to_obc2_t2sym (a-1) <= car_demand 
       energy_to_obc2_t2sym(a) = e_matrix2 (a)+ energy_to_obc2_t2sym (a-1); 
       chargetime_sym2 (a-1) = 0; 
    end 
       if energy_to_obc2_t2sym (a-1) >= car_demand 
           energy_to_obc2_t2sym (a)= e_matrix2 (a); 
           chargetime_sym2 (a-1) = a-1; 
           if a < 48 
           energy_to_obc2_t2sym (a+1)= e_matrix2 (a+1)+ energy_to_obc2_t2sym (a); 
           else  
           break 
           end 
    end     
end 
if energy_to_obc2_t2sym (48)>= car_demand 
    chargetime_sym2(48) = 48; 
end 
  
%% 
%Additional charging time calculation 
%logic time 1  
for b = 1 : length (chargetime_sym1) 
    if chargetime_sym1 (b) > 0 
        duration_sym1 (b) = chargetime_sym1(b)-tinput1; 
        index_sym1 = b; 
        break 
    end 
end 
  
%logic time 2 
for b = 1 : length (chargetime_sym2) 
    if chargetime_sym2 (b) > 0  
        duration_sym2 (b) = chargetime_sym2(b)-tinput2; 
        index_sym2 = b; 
        break 
    end 
end 
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%% 
%Excess of charging time 
toleration = tol*target_capacity; 
energy_to_obc_sym(1) = energy_to_obc2_t1sym (index_sym1); 
energy_to_obc_sym(2) = energy_to_obc2_t2sym (index_sym2); 
energy_min_obc_sym = min (energy_to_obc_sym); 
flag1sym = 0; %if 1 = the capacity over than toleration,if 2 = the capacity lower than toleration 
flag2sym = 0; 
  
%% 
%The objective of this calculation is to achieve the accurate charging 
%time. Previously, the value of charging time is number of hour when the 
%the cummulative energy to OBC is exceed the car demand. However this 
%number of excess energy could become considerably high, that is why 
%additional calculation is being conducted to calculate the accurate 
%charging duration with an adequate cummulative energy to OBC value. 
  
%Logic Time 1 (All logic in time 1 is the same in time 2, only variables are differences)  
if index_sym1-tinput1 > 1  
     
  
%Case (Flag1sym) 
%1. Flag1sym = 1 , the cummulative energy in the car is higher than car demand 
%+ tolerance 
%2. Flag1sym = 2, the cummulative energy in the car is lower than car 
%demand + tolerance 
%3. Flag1sym = 3, the cummulative energy in the car is equal with car 
%demand + tolerance 
  
if energy_to_obc2_t1sym (index_sym1) > toleration %Toleration = (1+percentage of excess 
compensation) * car demand 
   flag1sym = 1; %The sign that the cummulative energy to OBC is exceed the toleration. 
   nsym1 = toleration - energy_to_obc2_t1sym(index_sym1-1); %To calculate how many energy left 
needed to achieve desired car demand. 
   extra_time_sym1 = nsym1/integral2(index_sym1);%to calculate the fraction of time needed to achieve 
desired car demand: 
   %The formula is :  
   %Extra time = energy left needed to achieve desired car demand (in 
   %KWh)/total energy available at that time (in kWh).  
   dur_charge_sym1 = duration_sym1 (index_sym1)-1 + extra_time_sym1;  
   %The charging duration is the sum of number of hour when it is one hour before the cummulative 
energy to OBC is exceed the car demand and extra time calculated.  
end 
  
if energy_to_obc2_t1sym (index_sym1) < toleration 
    flag1sym = 2;  
    nsym1 = toleration - energy_to_obc2_t1sym(index_sym1); 
    extra_time_sym1 = nsym1/integral2(index_sym1+1); 
    dur_charge_sym1 = duration_sym1 (index_sym1)+ extra_time_sym1; 
end 
if energy_to_obc2_t1sym (index_sym1) == toleration 
    dur_charge_sym1 = duration_sym1(index_sym1); 
end 
end 
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if index_sym1-tinput1 == 1 
if toleration < energy_to_obc2_t1sym (index_sym1) 
flag1sym = 3;     
nsym1 = toleration/integral2 (index_sym1); 
dur_charge_sym1 = nsym1; 
end 
end 
%% 
%Logic Time 2  
%Excess first charging time 
if index_sym2 - tinput2 > 1 
if energy_to_obc2_t2sym (index_sym2)  > toleration 
   flag2sym = 1; 
    nsym2 = toleration - energy_to_obc2_t2sym(index_sym2-1); 
   extra_time2 = nsym2/integral2(index_sym2); 
   dur_charge_sym2 = duration_sym2 (index_sym2)-1 + extra_time2; 
end 
  
if energy_to_obc2_t2sym (index_sym2)  < toleration 
   flag2sym = 2; 
    nsym2 = toleration - energy_to_obc2_t2sym(index_sym2); 
   extra_time2 = nsym2/integral2(index_sym2); 
   dur_charge_sym2 = duration_sym2 (index_sym2)+ extra_time2; 
end 
  
if energy_to_obc2_t2sym (index_sym2)== toleration 
    nsym2 = 0; 
    dur_charge_sym2 = duration_sym2 (index_sym2); 
end 
end  
  
if index_sym2-tinput2 == 1 
if toleration < energy_to_obc2_t2sym (index_sym2) 
flag2sym = 3;     
nsym2 = toleration/integral2 (index_sym2); 
dur_charge_sym2 = nsym2; 
end 
end 
%% 
% %% 
%Plot 
hr2 = 0 : 1 : 47; 
figure (11); stairs(hr2,energy_to_obc2_t1sym); xlabel('Hour of the day (h)');ylabel('Energy 
(Wh)');title('Charging Power'); 
figure (12); stairs(hr2,integral2); xlabel('Hour of the day (h)');ylabel('Energy(Wh)');title('Energy Available'); 
figure (13); stairs(hr2,energy_to_obc2_t2sym); xlabel('Hour of the day (h)');ylabel('Energy 
(Wh)');title('Charging Power'); 
%% 
%Price Calculation 
%% 
    %integration of power for each phase  
    %price in Eur/ kWh 
for h = 1 : 23 
  in_load1 (h) = (load1m(h+1)+ load1m(h))*1/1000*((h+1)-h)/2; 
  in_load2 (h) = (load2m(h+1)+ load2m(h))*1/1000*((h+1)-h)/2; 
  in_load3 (h) = (load3m(h+1)+ load3m(h))*1/1000*((h+1)-h)/2; 
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end 
in_load1 (24) = (load1m(23)+load1m(1))*1/1000*1/2; 
in_load2 (24) = (load2m(23)+load2m(1))*1/1000*1/2; 
in_load3 (24) = (load3m(23)+load3m(1))*1/1000*1/2; 
  
  
n = 0; 
for c = 25 : 48 
    n = n + 1; 
    in_load1 (c) = in_load1 (n); 
    in_load2 (c) = in_load2 (n); 
    in_load3 (c) = in_load3 (n); 
end  
in_total_load = in_load1+in_load2+in_load3; 
  
%% Price calculation for smart home load 
n = 0; 
  
if season == 1 
for c = 25 : 48 
    n = n + 1; 
    pricem_summer (c) = pricem_summer (n); 
end  
  
for h = 1 : 48 
    price_load1 (h) = in_load1(h)  * pricem_summer (h); %price in Eur/ kWh 
    price_load2 (h) = in_load2(h)  * pricem_summer (h); 
    price_load3 (h) = in_load3(h)  * pricem_summer (h); 
    price_load_summer (h) = price_load1 (h) + price_load2 (h) + price_load3 (h); 
end 
end 
  
if season == 2 
for c = 25 : 48 
    n = n + 1; 
    pricem_spring (c) = pricem_spring (n); 
end  
  
for h = 1 : 48 
    price_load1 (h) = in_load1(h)  * pricem_spring (h); %price in Eur/ kWh 
    price_load2 (h) = in_load2(h)  * pricem_spring (h); 
    price_load3 (h) = in_load3(h)  * pricem_spring (h); 
    price_load_spring (h) = price_load1 (h) + price_load2 (h) + price_load3 (h); 
end 
end 
  
if season == 3 
for c = 25 : 48 
    n = n + 1; 
    pricem_winter (c) = pricem_winter (n); 
end  
  
for h = 1 : 48 
    price_load1 (h) = in_load1(h)  * pricem_winter (h); %price in Eur/ kWh 
    price_load2 (h) = in_load2(h)  * pricem_winter (h); 
    price_load3 (h) = in_load3(h)  * pricem_winter (h); 
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    price_load_winter (h) = price_load1 (h) + price_load2 (h) + price_load3 (h); 
end 
end  
%  
%% 
%Price Calculation for Energy To OBC  
%% 
%Summer 
if season == 1 
if flag1sym == 1 
    for h = t1_sym : (index_sym1)-1 
         total_paymentobc2_sym1(h)= integral2 (h)*pricem_summer (h)*1/1000; 
    end 
    price_first_charge_symh0 = sum (total_paymentobc2_sym1) + nsym1 * pricem_summer 
(index_sym1)* 1/1000;  
    total_paymentobc2_sym1 (index_sym1) = nsym1 * pricem_summer (index_sym1)* 1/1000; 
end 
  
if flag1sym == 2 
    for h = t1_sym : (t1_sym + duration_sym1 (index_sym1)) 
        total_paymentobc2_sym1 (h)= integral2 (h)*pricem_summer (h)*1/1000; 
    end 
    price_first_charge_symh0 = sum (total_paymentobc2_sym1) + nsym1 * pricem_summer 
(index_sym1+1)* 1/1000;  
end 
  
if flag1sym == 3 
    price_first_charge_symh0 = toleration * pricem_summer (index_sym1)* 1/1000;  
end 
  
if flag1sym == 0 
    for h = t1_sym : (t1_sym + duration_sym1(index_sym1))  
        total_paymentobc2_sym1 (h) = integral2 (h)*pricem_summer (h)*1/1000; 
    end  
    price_first_charge_symh0 = sum (total_paymentobc2_sym1); 
end 
  
%% 
if flag2sym == 1 
    for h = t2_sym : (index_sym2)-1 
        total_paymentobc2_sym2 (h)= integral2 (h)*pricem_summer (h)*1/1000; 
    end 
    price_first_charge_symh18 = sum (total_paymentobc2_sym2) + nsym2 * pricem_summer 
(index_sym2)* 1/1000;  
    total_paymentobc2_sym2 (index_sym2) = nsym2 * pricem_summer (index_sym2)* 1/1000; 
end 
  
if flag2sym == 2 
    for h = t2_sym : (t2_sym + duration_sym2 (index_sym2)) 
        total_paymentobc2_sym2 (h)= integral2 (h)*pricem_summer (h)*1/1000; 
    end 
    price_first_charge_symh18 = sum (total_paymentobc2_sym2) + nsym2 * pricem_summer 
(index_sym2+1)* 1/1000;      
end 
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if flag2sym == 3 
    price_first_charge_symh18 = toleration * pricem_summer (index_sym2)* 1/1000;  
end 
  
 if flag2sym == 0 
    for h = t2_sym : (t2_sym + duration_sym2(index_sym2))  
        total_paymentobc2_sym2 (h) = integral2 (h)*pricem_summer (h)*1/1000; 
    end  
   price_first_charge_symh18 = sum (total_paymentobc2_sym2); 
end 
end 
%% 
%Transition days 
if season == 2 
if flag1sym == 1 
    for h = t1_sym : index_sym1 - 1 
        total_paymentobc2_sym1 (h)= integral2 (h)*pricem_spring (h)*1/1000; 
    end 
    price_first_charge_symh0 = sum (total_paymentobc2_sym1) + nsym1 * pricem_spring (index_sym1)* 
1/1000; 
    total_paymentobc2_sym1 (index_sym1)= nsym1 * pricem_spring (index_sym1)* 1/1000; 
end 
  
if flag1sym == 2 
    for h = t1_sym : (t1_sym + duration_sym1 (index_sym1)) 
        total_paymentobc2_sym1 (h)= integral2 (h)*pricem_spring (h)*1/1000; 
    end 
    price_first_charge_symh0 = sum (total_paymentobc2_sym1) + nsym1 * pricem_spring 
(index_sym1+1)* 1/1000;  
end 
  
if flag1sym == 3 
    price_first_charge_symh0 = toleration * pricem_spring (index_sym1)* 1/1000;  
end 
  
if flag1sym == 0 
    for h = t1_sym : (t1_sym + duration_sym1(index_sym1))  
        total_paymentobc2_sym1 (h) = integral2 (h)*pricem_spring (h)*1/1000; 
    end  
    price_first_charge_symh0 = sum (total_paymentobc2_sym1); 
end 
%% 
if flag2sym == 1 
    for h = t2_sym : index_sym2-1 
        total_paymentobc2_sym2 (h)= integral2 (h)*pricem_spring (h)*1/1000; 
    end 
    price_first_charge_symh18 = sum (total_paymentobc2_sym2) + nsym2 * pricem_spring (index_sym2)* 
1/1000;  
    total_paymentobc2_sym2 (index_sym2) = nsym2 * pricem_spring (index_sym2)* 1/1000; 
end 
  
if flag2sym == 2 
    for h = t2_sym : (t2_sym + duration_sym2 (index_sym2)) 
        total_paymentobc2_sym2 (h)= integral2 (h)*pricem_spring (h)*1/1000; 
    end 
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    price_first_charge_symh18 = sum (total_paymentobc2_sym2) + nsym2 * pricem_spring 
(index_sym2+1)* 1/1000;      
end 
  
  
if flag2sym == 3 
    price_first_charge_symh18 = toleration * pricem_spring (index_sym2)* 1/1000;  
end 
  
 if flag2sym == 0 
    for h = t2_sym : (t2_sym + duration_sym2(index_sym2))  
        total_paymentobc2_sym2 (h) = integral2 (h)*pricem_spring (h)*1/1000; 
    end  
   price_first_charge_symh18 = sum (total_paymentobc2_sym2); 
 end 
end 
  
%% 
%Winter 
if season == 3 
if flag1sym == 1 
    for h = t1_sym : (index_sym1)-1 
        total_paymentobc2_sym1 (h)= integral2 (h)*pricem_winter (h)*1/1000; 
    end 
    price_first_charge_symh0 = sum (total_paymentobc2_sym1) + nsym1 * pricem_winter (index_sym1)* 
1/1000; 
    total_paymentobc2_sym1 (index_sym1) = nsym1*pricem_winter (index_sym1)*1/1000; 
end 
  
if flag1sym == 2 
    for h = t1_sym : (t1_sym + duration_sym1 (index_sym1)) 
        total_paymentobc2_sym1 (h)= integral2 (h)*pricem_winter (h)*1/1000; 
    end 
    price_first_charge_symh0 = sum (total_paymentobc2_sym1) + nsym1 * pricem_winter 
(index_sym1+1)* 1/1000;  
end 
  
if flag1sym == 3 
    price_first_charge_symh0 = toleration * pricem_winter (index_sym1)* 1/1000;  
end 
  
if flag1sym == 0 
    for h = t1_sym : (t1_sym + duration_sym1(index_sym1))  
        total_paymentobc2_sym1 (h) = integral2 (h)*pricem_winter (h)*1/1000; 
    end  
    price_first_charge_symh0 = sum (total_paymentobc2_sym1); 
end 
%% 
if flag2sym == 1 
    for h = t2_sym : (index_sym2)-1 
        total_paymentobc2_sym2 (h)= integral2 (h)*pricem_winter (h)*1/1000; 
    end 
    price_first_charge_symh18 = sum (total_paymentobc2_sym2) + nsym2 * pricem_winter (index_sym2)* 
1/1000;    
    total_paymentobc2_sym2 (index_sym2) =  nsym2 * pricem_winter (index_sym2)* 1/1000; 
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end 
  
if flag2sym == 2 
    for h = t2_sym : (t2_sym + duration_sym2 (index_sym2)) 
        total_paymentobc2_sym2 (h)= integral2 (h)*pricem_winter (h)*1/1000; 
    end 
    price_first_charge_symh18 = sum (total_paymentobc2_sym2) + nsym2 * pricem_winter 
(index_sym2+1)* 1/1000;      
end 
  
  
if flag2sym == 3 
    price_first_charge_symh18 = toleration * pricem_winter (index_sym2)* 1/1000;  
end 
  
 if flag2sym == 0 
    for h = t2_sym : (t2_sym + duration_sym2(index_sym2))  
        total_paymentobc2_sym2 (h) = integral2 (h)*pricem_winter (h)*1/1000; 
    end  
   price_first_charge_symh18 = sum (total_paymentobc2_sym2); 
 end 
end 
  
%% 
%price after the price of fuse is being added  
price_total_charge_symh0 = price_first_charge_symh0 + pof; 
price_total_charge_symh18 = price_first_charge_symh18 + pof; 
  
%% 
%writing_data for final table 
%% 
% for sym 1 
for h = t1_sym : index_sym1 - 1 
    e_drawn_sym1 (h) = e_matrix2 (h); 
end 
e_drawn_sym1 (index_sym1) = nsym1; 
  
for h = t1_sym : index_sym1 - 1 
    e_obc_cum_symh1 (h) = energy_to_obc2_t1sym (h); 
end 
e_obc_cum_symh1 (index_sym1) = e_obc_cum_symh1 (index_sym1-1) + nsym1; 
  
for h = t1_sym : index_sym1 
    duration_prop_sym1 (h)= e_drawn_sym1 (h)/e_matrix2 (h); 
end 
  
%for sym 2  
for h = t2_sym : index_sym2 - 1 
    e_drawn_sym2 (h) = e_matrix2 (h); 
end 
e_drawn_sym2 (index_sym2) = nsym2; 
  
for h = t2_sym : index_sym2 - 1 
    e_obc_cum_symh2 (h) = energy_to_obc2_t2sym (h); 
end 
e_obc_cum_symh2 (index_sym2) = e_obc_cum_symh2 (index_sym2-1) + nsym2; 
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for h = t2_sym : index_sym2 
    duration_prop_sym2 (h)= e_drawn_sym2 (h)/e_matrix2 (h); 
end 
 
 

Asymmetrical Code 

%power available writing 
for h = 1 : 24 
    power_available1 (h) = ptotal_array1(h+1); 
end 
%% 
%second power available 
ad = 0; 
for h = 25 : 48 
    ad = ad + 1;  
    power_available1(h) = power_available1 (ad);  
end 
%% 
%integration of power  
for h = 1 : 47 
  integral1 (h) = power_available1 (h)*(h+1-h); 
end 
integral1 (48)= power_available1 (48)*(48-47); 
%% 
%car capacity available 
%% 
%Down SOC available (Car Capacity) 
if cases == 1 
target_capacity = SOC * 80 * 10^3; 
end 
  
if cases == 2 
target_capacity = distance * 0.185 * 1000; %kWh/km distance rate; 
end  
  
car_demand = target_capacity - car_capacity; 
  
%% 
%logic calculation for time 1 
e_matrix1 = zeros(1,49); 
for i = 1 : 48 
e_matrix1 (i) = integral1(i); 
end 
energy_to_obc_t1asym (t1_asym) = e_matrix1(t1_asym); 
for a = (t1_asym + 1) : 48 
    if energy_to_obc_t1asym (a-1) <= car_demand 
       energy_to_obc_t1asym(a) = e_matrix1 (a)+ energy_to_obc_t1asym (a-1); 
       chargetime_asym1 (a-1) = 0; 
    end 
       if energy_to_obc_t1asym (a-1) >= car_demand 
           energy_to_obc_t1asym (a)= e_matrix1 (a); 
           chargetime_asym1 (a-1) = a-1; 
           if a < 48 
           energy_to_obc_t1asym (a+1)= e_matrix1 (a+1)+ energy_to_obc_t1asym (a); 
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           else  
           break 
           end 
    end     
end 
if energy_to_obc_t1asym (48)>= car_demand 
    chargetime_asym1(48) = 48; 
end 
  
%% 
%logic calculation for time 2 
energy_to_obc_t2asym (t2_asym) = e_matrix1(t2_asym); 
for a = (t2_asym + 1) : 48 
    if energy_to_obc_t2asym (a-1) <= car_demand 
       energy_to_obc_t2asym(a) = e_matrix1 (a)+ energy_to_obc_t2asym (a-1); 
       chargetime_asym2 (a-1) = 0; 
    end 
       if energy_to_obc_t2asym (a-1) >= car_demand 
           energy_to_obc_t2asym (a)= e_matrix1 (a); 
           chargetime_asym2 (a-1) = a-1; 
           if a < 48 
           energy_to_obc_t2asym (a+1)= e_matrix1 (a+1)+ energy_to_obc_t2asym (a); 
           else  
           break 
           end 
    end     
end 
if energy_to_obc_t2asym (48)>= car_demand 
    chargetime_asym2(48) = 48; 
end 
  
%% 
%chargetime calculation 
%logic time 1  
for b = 1 : length (chargetime_asym1) 
    if chargetime_asym1 (b) > 0 
        duration_asym1 (b) = chargetime_asym1(b)-tinput1; 
        index_asym1 = b; 
        break 
    end 
end 
  
%logic time 2 
for b = 1 : length (chargetime_asym2) 
    if chargetime_asym2 (b) > 0 
        duration_asym2 (b) = chargetime_asym2(b)-tinput2; 
        index_asym2 = b; 
        break 
    end 
end 
  
%% 
%Excess first charging time, if comparison for different values 
toleration = tol*target_capacity; 
energy_to_obc_asym(1) = energy_to_obc_t1asym (index_asym1); 
energy_to_obc_asym(2) = energy_to_obc_t2asym (index_asym2); 
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energy_min_obc_asym = min (energy_to_obc_asym); 
flag1asym = 0; 
flag2asym = 0; 
  
%% 
%Logic Time 1 
if index_asym1-tinput1 > 1 
if energy_to_obc_t1asym (index_asym1)  > toleration 
   flag1asym = 1; 
   nasym1 = toleration - energy_to_obc_t1asym(index_asym1-1); 
   extra_time_asym1 = nasym1/integral1(index_asym1); 
   dur_charge_asym1 = duration_asym1 (index_asym1)-1 + extra_time_asym1; 
end 
end 
  
if energy_to_obc_t1asym (index_asym1) < toleration 
    flag1asym = 2; 
    nasym1 = toleration - energy_to_obc_t1asym(index_asym1); 
    extra_time_asym1 = nasym1/integral1(index_asym1+1); 
    dur_charge_asym1 = duration_asym1 (index_asym1)+ extra_time_asym1; 
end 
  
if energy_to_obc_t1asym (index_asym1) == toleration 
    nasym1 = 0; 
    dur_charge_asym1 = duration_asym1(index_asym1); 
end 
  
if index_asym1-tinput1 == 1 
if toleration < energy_to_obc_t1asym (index_asym1) 
flag1asym = 3;     
nasym1 = toleration/integral1 (index_asym1); 
dur_charge_asym1 = nasym1; 
end  
end 
  
%% 
%Logic Time 2  
%Excess first charging time 
if index_asym2 - tinput2 > 1 
if energy_to_obc_t2asym (index_asym2)  > toleration 
   flag2asym = 1; 
    nasym2 = toleration - energy_to_obc_t2asym(index_asym2-1); 
   extra_time_asym2 = nasym2/integral1(index_asym2); 
   dur_charge_asym2 = duration_asym2 (index_asym2)-1 + extra_time_asym2; 
end 
if energy_to_obc_t2asym (index_asym2)  < toleration 
   flag2asym = 2; 
    nasym2 = toleration - energy_to_obc_t2asym(index_asym2); 
   extra_time_asym2 = nasym2/integral1(index_asym2); 
   dur_charge_asym2 = duration_asym2 (index_asym2)+ extra_time_asym2; 
end 
  
if energy_to_obc_t2asym (index_asym2)== toleration 
    nasym2 = 0; 
    dur_charge_asym2 = duration_asym2 (index_asym2); 
end 
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end  
  
if index_asym2 - tinput2 == 1 
if toleration < energy_to_obc_t2asym (index_asym2) 
flag2asym = 3;     
nasym2 = toleration/integral1 (index_asym2); 
dur_charge_asym2 = nasym2; 
end 
end  
  
%% 
% %% 
%Plot 
hr2 = 0 : 1 : 47; 
figure (14); stairs(hr2,energy_to_obc_t1asym); xlabel('Hour of the day (h)');ylabel('Energy 
(Wh)');title('Charging Power'); 
figure (15); stairs(hr2,integral1); xlabel('Hour of the day (h)');ylabel('Energy(Wh)');title('Energy Available'); 
figure (16); stairs(hr2,energy_to_obc_t2asym); xlabel('Hour of the day (h)');ylabel('Energy 
(Wh)');title('Charging Power'); 
%% 
%Price Calculation for smart home load 
%% 
    %integration of power for each phase  
    %price in Eur/ kWh 
for h = 1 : 23 
  in_load1 (h) = (load1m(h+1)+ load1m(h))*1/1000*((h+1)-h)/2; 
  in_load2 (h) = (load2m(h+1)+ load2m(h))*1/1000*((h+1)-h)/2; 
  in_load3 (h) = (load3m(h+1)+ load3m(h))*1/1000*((h+1)-h)/2; 
end 
in_load1 (24) = (load1m(23)+load1m(1))*1/1000*1/2; 
in_load2 (24) = (load2m(23)+load2m(1))*1/1000*1/2; 
in_load3 (24) = (load3m(23)+load3m(1))*1/1000*1/2; 
  
  
n = 0; 
for c = 25 : 48 
    n = n + 1; 
    in_load1 (c) = in_load1 (n); 
    in_load2 (c) = in_load2 (n); 
    in_load3 (c) = in_load3 (n); 
end  
in_total_load = in_load1+in_load2+in_load3; 
%% 
if fuserating == 16 
xlswrite ('h0 16 A Various Scenarios',in_total_load,1,'B33'); 
xlswrite ('Various Scenarios',in_total_load,1,'B33'); 
end 
if fuserating == 20 
xlswrite ('h0 20 A Various Scenarios',in_total_load,1,'B33'); 
xlswrite ('20 A Various Scenarios',in_total_load,1,'B33'); 
end 
  
%% 
%Price Calculation smart home load 
n = 0; 
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%% 
%summer  
if season == 1 
for c = 25 : 48 
    n = n + 1; 
    pricem_summer (c) = pricem_summer (n); 
end  
  
for h = 1 : 48 
    price_load1 (h) = in_load1(h)  * pricem_summer (h); %price in Eur/ kWh 
    price_load2 (h) = in_load2(h)  * pricem_summer (h); 
    price_load3 (h) = in_load3(h)  * pricem_summer (h); 
    price_load_summer (h) = price_load1 (h) + price_load2 (h) + price_load3 (h); 
end 
end 
  
%% 
%Transition 
if season == 2 
for c = 25 : 48 
n = n + 1; 
pricem_spring (c) = pricem_spring (n); 
end  
  
for h = 1 : 48 
    price_load1 (h) = in_load1(h)  * pricem_spring (h); %price in Eur/ kWh 
    price_load2 (h) = in_load2(h)  * pricem_spring (h); 
    price_load3 (h) = in_load3(h)  * pricem_spring (h); 
    price_load_spring (h) = price_load1 (h) + price_load2 (h) + price_load3 (h); 
end 
end 
  
%% 
%winter 
if season == 3 
for c = 25 : 48 
    n = n + 1; 
    pricem_winter (c) = pricem_winter (n); 
end  
  
for h = 1 : 48 
    price_load1 (h) = in_load1(h)  * pricem_winter (h); %price in Eur/ kWh 
    price_load2 (h) = in_load2(h)  * pricem_winter (h); 
    price_load3 (h) = in_load3(h)  * pricem_winter (h); 
    price_load_winter (h) = price_load1 (h) + price_load2 (h) + price_load3 (h); 
end 
end 
  
%% 
%Price Calculation for Energy To OBC  
  
%% 
%summer 
if season == 1 
if flag1asym == 1 
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    for h = t1_asym : (index_asym1)-1 
        total_paymentobc_asym1 (h)= integral1 (h)*pricem_summer (h)*1/1000; 
    end 
    price_first_charge_asymh0 = sum (total_paymentobc_asym1) + nasym1 * pricem_summer 
(index_asym1)* 1/1000; 
    total_paymentobc_asym1 (index_asym1) = nasym1 * pricem_summer (index_asym1)* 1/1000; 
end 
  
if flag1asym == 2 
    for h = t1_asym : (t1_asym + duration_asym1 (index_asym1)) 
        total_paymentobc_asym1 (h)= integral1 (h)*pricem_summer (h)*1/1000; 
    end 
    price_first_charge_asymh0 = sum (total_paymentobc_asym1) + nasym1 * pricem_summer 
(index_asym1+1)* 1/1000;  
end 
  
if flag1asym == 3 
    price_first_charge_asymh0 = toleration * pricem_summer (index_asym1)* 1/1000;  
end 
  
if flag1asym == 0 
    for h = t1_asym : (t1_asym + duration_asym1(index_asym1))  
        total_paymentobc_asym1 (h) = integral1 (h)*pricem_summer (h)*1/1000; 
    end  
    price_first_charge_asymh0 = sum (total_paymentobc_asym1); 
end 
%% 
if flag2asym == 1 
    for h = t2_asym : (index_asym2)-1 
        total_paymentobc_asym2 (h)= integral1 (h)*pricem_summer (h)*1/1000; 
    end 
    price_first_charge_asymh18 = sum (total_paymentobc_asym2) + nasym2 * pricem_summer 
(index_asym2)* 1/1000;  
    total_paymentobc_asym2 (index_asym2) = nasym2 * pricem_summer (index_asym2)* 1/1000;  
end 
  
if flag2asym == 2 
    for h = t2_asym : (t2_asym + duration_asym2 (index_asym2)) 
        total_paymentobc_asym2 (h)= integral1 (h)*pricem_summer (h)*1/1000; 
    end 
    price_first_charge_asymh18 = sum (total_paymentobc_asym2) + nasym2 * pricem_summer 
(index_asym2+1)* 1/1000;      
end 
  
if flag1asym == 3 
    price_first_charge_asymh18 = toleration * pricem_summer (index_asym2)* 1/1000;  
end 
  
 if flag2asym == 0 
    for h = t2_asym : (t2_asym + duration_asym2(index_asym2))  
        total_paymentobc_asym2 (h) = integral1 (h)*pricem_summer (h)*1/1000; 
    end  
   price_first_charge_asymh18 = sum (total_paymentobc_asym2); 
end 
end 
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%% 
%transition 
if season == 2 
if flag1asym == 1 
    for h = t1_asym :(index_asym1)-1 
        total_paymentobc_asym1 (h)= integral1 (h)*pricem_spring (h)*1/1000; 
    end 
    price_first_charge_asymh0 = sum (total_paymentobc_asym1) + nasym1 * pricem_spring 
(index_asym1)* 1/1000; 
    total_paymentobc_asym1(index_asym1) = nasym1 * pricem_spring (index_asym1)* 1/1000; 
end 
  
if flag1asym == 2 
    for h = t1_asym : (t1_asym + duration_asym1 (index_asym1)) 
        total_paymentobc_asym1 (h)= integral1 (h)*pricem_spring (h)*1/1000; 
    end 
    price_first_charge_asymh0 = sum (total_paymentobc_asym1) + nasym1 * pricem_spring 
(index_asym1+1)* 1/1000;  
end 
  
if flag1asym == 3 
    price_first_charge_asymh0 = toleration * pricem_spring (index_asym1)* 1/1000;  
end 
  
if flag1asym == 0 
    for h = t1_asym : (t1_asym + duration_asym1(index_asym1))  
        total_paymentobc_asym1 (h) = integral1 (h)*pricem_spring (h)*1/1000; 
    end  
    price_first_charge_asymh0 = sum (total_paymentobc_asym1); 
end 
%% 
if flag2asym == 1 
    for h = t2_asym :(index_asym2)-1 
        total_paymentobc_asym2 (h)= integral1 (h)*pricem_spring (h)*1/1000; 
    end 
    price_first_charge_asymh18 = sum (total_paymentobc_asym2) + nasym2 * pricem_spring 
(index_asym2)* 1/1000; 
    total_paymentobc_asym2 (index_asym2) = nasym2 * pricem_spring (index_asym2)* 1/1000; 
end 
  
if flag2asym == 2 
    for h = t2_asym : (t2_asym + duration_asym2 (index_asym2)) 
        total_paymentobc_asym2 (h)= integral1 (h)*pricem_spring (h)*1/1000; 
    end 
    price_first_charge_asymh18 = sum (total_paymentobc_asym2) + nasym2 * pricem_spring 
(index_asym2+1)* 1/1000;      
end 
  
if flag1asym == 3 
    price_first_charge_asymh18 = toleration * pricem_spring (index_asym2)* 1/1000;  
end 
  
 if flag2asym == 0 
    for h = t2_asym : (t2_asym + duration_asym2(index_asym2))  
        total_paymentobc_asym2 (h) = integral1 (h)*pricem_spring (h)*1/1000; 
    end  
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   price_first_charge_asymh18 = sum (total_paymentobc_asym2); 
end 
end 
  
%% 
%winter 
if season == 3 
if flag1asym == 1 
    for h = t1_asym : (index_asym1)-1 
        total_paymentobc_asym1 (h)= integral1 (h)*pricem_winter (h)*1/1000; 
    end 
    price_first_charge_asymh0 = sum (total_paymentobc_asym1) + nasym1 * pricem_winter 
(index_asym1)* 1/1000; 
    total_paymentobc_asym1 (index_asym1) = nasym1 * pricem_winter (index_asym1)* 1/1000; 
end 
  
if flag1asym == 2 
    for h = t1_asym : (t1_asym + duration_asym1 (index_asym1)) 
        total_paymentobc_asym1 (h)= integral1 (h)*pricem_winter (h)*1/1000; 
    end 
    price_first_charge_asymh0 = sum (total_paymentobc_asym1) + nasym1 * pricem_winter 
(index_asym1+1)* 1/1000;  
end 
  
if flag1asym == 3 
    price_first_charge_asymh0 = toleration * pricem_winter (index_asym1)* 1/1000;  
end 
  
if flag1asym == 0 
    for h = t1_asym : (t1_asym + duration_asym1(index_asym1))  
        total_paymentobc_asym1 (h) = integral1 (h)*pricem_winter (h)*1/1000; 
    end  
    price_first_charge_asymh0 = sum (total_paymentobc_asym1); 
end 
%% 
if flag2asym == 1 
    for h = t2_asym : (index_asym2)-1 
        total_paymentobc_asym2 (h)= integral1 (h)*pricem_winter (h)*1/1000; 
    end 
    price_first_charge_asymh18 = sum (total_paymentobc_asym2) + nasym2 * pricem_winter 
(index_asym2)* 1/1000; 
    total_paymentobc_asym2 (index_asym2) = nasym2 * pricem_winter (index_asym2)* 1/1000; 
end 
  
if flag2asym == 2 
    for h = t2_asym : (t2_asym + duration_asym2 (index_asym2)) 
        total_paymentobc_asym2 (h)= integral1 (h)*pricem_winter (h)*1/1000; 
    end 
    price_first_charge_asymh18 = sum (total_paymentobc_asym2) + nasym2 * pricem_winter 
(index_asym2+1)* 1/1000;      
end 
  
if flag1asym == 3 
    price_first_charge_asymh18 = toleration * pricem_winter (index_asym2)* 1/1000;  
end 
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 if flag2asym == 0 
    for h = t2_asym : (t2_asym + duration_asym2(index_asym2))  
        total_paymentobc_asym2 (h) = integral1 (h)*pricem_winter (h)*1/1000; 
    end  
   price_first_charge_asymh18 = sum (total_paymentobc_asym2); 
end 
end  
  
%% 
%writing_data for final table 
%% 
% for asym 1 
for h = t1_asym : index_asym1 - 1 
    e_drawn_asym1 (h) = e_matrix1 (h); 
end 
e_drawn_asym1 (index_asym1) = nasym1; 
  
for h = t1_asym : index_asym1 - 1 
    e_obc_cum_asymh1 (h) = energy_to_obc_t1asym (h); 
end 
e_obc_cum_asymh1 (index_asym1) = e_obc_cum_asymh1 (index_asym1-1) + nasym1; 
  
for h = t1_asym : index_asym1 
    duration_prop_asym1 (h)= e_drawn_asym1 (h)/e_matrix1 (h); 
end 
  
%for asym 2  
for h = t2_asym : index_asym2 - 1 
    e_drawn_asym2 (h) = e_matrix1 (h); 
end 
e_drawn_asym2 (index_asym2) = nasym2; 
  
for h = t2_asym : index_asym2 - 1 
    e_obc_cum_asymh2 (h) = energy_to_obc_t2asym (h); 
end 
e_obc_cum_asymh2 (index_asym2) = e_obc_cum_asymh2 (index_asym2-1) + nasym2; 
  
for h = t2_asym : index_asym2 
    duration_prop_asym2 (h)= e_drawn_asym2 (h)/e_matrix1 (h); 
end 
 

Price Optimization of Asymmetrical Model 

%Steps for both symmetrical and asymmetrical 
%1 Making an array which includes price and energy available. 
%2 Sort the data in that array according to the value of price, the sorted data goes from smallest value of 
price to the largest value of price. 
%3 Assigning the value of energy flow to OBC according to the sorted price 
%data. The least value of energy flow is forced to be drawn in the highest 
%price level. 
%4 If the price of electricity is still higher than symmetrical method, the 
%model will suggest the customer to charge the car one hour after initial 
%charging time. 
  
%% 
%1 Making an array which includes price and energy available. 
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%Price and energy available during the charging time is written into an 
%array. 
  
%Symmetrical  
%hour 1  
for h = t1_sym : index_sym1  
    if season == 1 
    price_paid_sym1(h)= pricem_summer(h); 
    end 
    if season == 2 
        price_paid_sym1(h) = pricem_spring (h); 
    end 
    if season == 3 
        price_paid_sym1(h) = pricem_winter(h); 
    end 
    energy_available_sym_h1 (h) = integral2 (h); 
end 
  
%hour 2 
for h = t2_sym : index_sym2 
    if season == 1 
        price_paid_sym2(h)= pricem_summer(h); 
    end 
    if season == 2 
        price_paid_sym2(h) = pricem_spring (h); 
    end 
    if season == 3 
        price_paid_sym2(h) = pricem_winter(h); 
    end 
    energy_available_sym_h2 (h) = integral2 (h); 
end 
  
%% 
%Asymmetrical 
%hour 1 
for h = t1_asym : index_asym1 
    if season == 1 
    price_paid_asym1(h)= pricem_summer(h); 
    end 
    if season == 2 
        price_paid_asym1(h) = pricem_spring (h); 
    end 
    if season == 3 
        price_paid_asym1(h) = pricem_winter(h); 
    end 
    energy_available_asym_h1 (h) = integral1 (h); 
end 
  
%hour 2 
for h = t2_asym : index_asym2 
    if season == 1 
        price_paid_asym2(h)= pricem_summer(h); 
    end 
    if season == 2 
        price_paid_asym2(h) = pricem_spring (h); 
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    end 
    if season == 3 
        price_paid_asym2(h) = pricem_winter(h); 
    end 
    energy_available_asym_h2 (h) = integral1 (h); 
end 
  
%% 
%Create a matrix consist of price paid and energy availability 
data_asym1 = [price_paid_asym1',energy_available_asym_h1']; 
data_asym2 = [price_paid_asym2',energy_available_asym_h2']; 
  
% table_asym1 = data_asym1'; 
% table_asym2 = data_asym2'; 
%% 
%2 Sort the data in that array according to the value of price, the sorted data goes from smallest value of 
price to the largest value of price. 
[~,idx] = sort (data_asym1(:,1)); 
sorted_data_asym1 = data_asym1 (idx, :); 
  
[~,idx] = sort (data_asym2(:,1)); 
sorted_data_asym2 = data_asym2 (idx, :); 
%% 
%3 Assigning the value of energy flow to OBC according to the sorted price 
%data. The least value of energy flow is forced to be drawn in the highest 
%price level. 
  
%Asymmetrical hour 1 
%energycalculation 
%This algorithm is implemented in all cases, either it is symmetrical or 
%asymmetrical, normal adjusted or readjusted, the comments will only be 
%available on this section. In the following codes, the logic stays the 
%same, only variables is changed according to the price. 
  
e_obc_cumulative_asymh1 = zeros (size(energy_available_asym_h1)); 
  
if t1_asym == 1 
    for h = t1_asym : index_asym1 - 1 
    e_to_obc_asymh1 (h) = sorted_data_asym1 (h,2); 
    end 
    e_obc_cumulative_asymh1 (1) = e_to_obc_asymh1 (1); 
    for h = t1_asym + 1 : index_asym1 - 1  
       e_obc_cumulative_asymh1 (h) = e_obc_cumulative_asymh1 (h-1)+e_to_obc_asymh1 (h); 
    end  
end 
     
  
if t1_asym > 1 
for h = t1_asym : index_asym1 - 1 %energy flow is assigned according to the sorted data, index_asym1-1 
means the second highest price data in sorted array. 
    e_to_obc_asymh1 (h) = sorted_data_asym1 (h,2); 
    e_obc_cumulative_asymh1 (h) = e_obc_cumulative_asymh1 (h-1)+e_to_obc_asymh1 (h); 
end 
end  
e_to_obc_decision_asym1 = e_to_obc_asymh1 (index_asym1-1);  
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if e_obc_cumulative_asymh1 (index_asym1-1) < car_demand %if the sum of energy on the second 
highest price period is lower than car demand,  
                                                        %it means there is an amount of energy that should be absorbed in 
the highest price time, which is index_asym1 data. 
e_to_obc_asymh1 (index_asym1) = car_demand - e_obc_cumulative_asymh1 (index_asym1-1); 
e_obc_cumulative_asymh1 (index_asym1) = e_obc_cumulative_asymh1 (index_asym1-
1)+e_to_obc_asymh1 (index_asym1); 
end 
  
if e_obc_cumulative_asymh1 (index_asym1-1) > car_demand %if the sum of energy on the second 
highest price period is higher than car demand 
    e_to_obc_asymh1 (index_asym1) = -1 *(car_demand - e_obc_cumulative_asymh1 (index_asym1-
1)); %energy flow to obc in a higest price time is the amount of excess energy between sum of energy until 
the second price time and car demand 
    e_to_obc_asymh1 (index_asym1-1) = car_demand - e_to_obc_asymh1 (index_asym1)-
e_obc_cumulative_asymh1 (index_asym1-2); %the amount of energy flow to obc in the second highest 
price time then becomes the substraction between car_demand,the sum of energy until 3rd highest price 
time, and the value of energy flow of the highest price time. 
    e_obc_cumulative_asymh1 (index_asym1) = car_demand; 
    e_obc_cumulative_asymh1 (index_asym1-1) = e_obc_cumulative_asymh1 (index_asym1-
2)+e_to_obc_asymh1 (index_asym1-1); %the value of total energy is readjusted.  
end 
  
%% 
%duration calculation 
for h = t1_asym : index_asym1 
    duration_asym1 (h) = e_to_obc_asymh1 (h)/sorted_data_asym1 (h,2); %the fraction between energy 
flow to obc with the energy available at each hour. 
end 
  
duration_adj_asymh1 = sum (duration_asym1); 
%% 
%Price calculation 
for h = t1_asym : index_asym1 
    adj_price_asym1 (h) = e_to_obc_asymh1 (h) * sorted_data_asym1 (h,1)/1000; %the multiplication of 
energy flows to obc with the price of electricity in each time. 
end 
price_firstcharge_adj_asym1 = sum (adj_price_asym1); 
  
%the price differences between adjusted asymmetrical and symmetrical 
asym_advantage_h1 = price_firstcharge_adj_asym1 - price_first_charge_symh0; 
  
  
%% 
%Asymmetrical hour 2 
%% 
%energy flow to obc 
e_obc_cumulative_asymh2 = zeros (size(energy_available_asym_h2)); 
  
if t2_asym == 1 
    for h = t2_asym : index_asym2 - 1 
    e_to_obc_asymh2 (h) = sorted_data_asym2 (h,2); 
    end 
    e_obc_cumulative_asymh2 (1) = e_to_obc_asymh2 (1); 
    for h = t2_asym + 1 : index_asym2 - 1  
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       e_obc_cumulative_asymh2 (h) = e_obc_cumulative_asymh2 (h-1)+e_to_obc_asymh2 (h); 
    end  
end 
  
if t2_asym > 1 
for h = t2_asym : index_asym2 - 1 
    e_to_obc_asymh2 (h) = sorted_data_asym2 (h,2); 
    e_obc_cumulative_asymh2 (h) = e_obc_cumulative_asymh2 (h-1)+e_to_obc_asymh2 (h); 
end  
end  
  
e_to_obc_decision_asym2 = e_to_obc_asymh2 (index_asym2-1); 
  
if e_obc_cumulative_asymh2 (index_asym2-1) < car_demand 
e_to_obc_asymh2 (index_asym2) = car_demand - e_obc_cumulative_asymh2 (index_asym2-1); 
e_obc_cumulative_asymh2 (index_asym2) = e_obc_cumulative_asymh2 (index_asym2-
1)+e_to_obc_asymh2 (index_asym2); 
end 
  
if e_obc_cumulative_asymh2 (index_asym2-1) > car_demand 
    e_to_obc_asymh2 (index_asym2) = -1 *(car_demand - e_obc_cumulative_asymh2 (index_asym2-1)); 
    e_to_obc_asymh2 (index_asym2-1) = car_demand - e_to_obc_asymh2 (index_asym2)-
e_obc_cumulative_asymh2 (index_asym2-2); 
    e_obc_cumulative_asymh2 (index_asym2) = car_demand; 
    e_obc_cumulative_asymh2 (index_asym2-1) = e_obc_cumulative_asymh2 (index_asym2-
2)+e_to_obc_asymh2 (index_asym2-1); 
end 
%% 
%duration calculation 
for h = t2_asym : index_asym2 
    duration_asym2 (h) = e_to_obc_asymh2 (h)/sorted_data_asym2 (h,2); 
end 
  
duration_adj_asymh2 = sum (duration_asym2); 
%% 
%Price calculation 
for h = t2_asym : index_asym2 
    adj_price_asym2 (h) = e_to_obc_asymh2 (h) * sorted_data_asym2 (h,1)/1000; 
end 
price_firstcharge_adj_asym2 = sum (adj_price_asym2); 
asym_advantage_h2 = price_firstcharge_adj_asym2 - price_first_charge_symh18; 
  
%% 
%FINALTABLE consist of : price, energy available, energy flow to obc, the 
%summation of energy, the price of electricity in each hour, the fraction 
%of duration in each hour. 
final_data_asym1 = [sorted_data_asym1, 
e_to_obc_asymh1',e_obc_cumulative_asymh1',adj_price_asym1',duration_asym1'];  
final_data_asym2 = [sorted_data_asym2, 
e_to_obc_asymh2',e_obc_cumulative_asymh2',adj_price_asym2',duration_asym2']; 
  
%% 
%Price after fuse being implemented 
price_total_adj_asym1 = price_firstcharge_adj_asym1 + pof; 
price_total_adj_asym2 =price_firstcharge_adj_asym2 + pof; 
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%% 
%4 If the price of electricity is still higher than symmetrical method, the 
%model will suggest the customer to charge the car one hour after initial 
%charging time. 
  
% Re-adjusted Asymmetrical hour 1 
if asym_advantage_h1 > 0 
    t1_asym_new = t1_asym + 1; 
for h = t1_asym_new : index_asym1+1 
    if season == 1 
        price_paid_asym1_readj(h)= pricem_summer(h); 
    end 
    if season == 2 
        price_paid_asym1_readj(h) = pricem_spring (h); 
    end 
    if season == 3 
        price_paid_asym1_readj(h) = pricem_winter(h); 
    end 
    energy_available_asym_h1_readj (h) = integral1 (h); 
end 
  
%Create a matrix consist of price paid and energy availability 
data_asym1_readj = [price_paid_asym1_readj',energy_available_asym_h1_readj']; 
  
%% 
% %Rank the matrix 
[~,idx] = sort (data_asym1_readj(:,1)); 
sorted_data_asym1_readj = data_asym1_readj (idx, :); 
%% 
%Energy Calculation 
e_obc_cumulative_asymh1_readj = zeros (size(energy_available_asym_h1_readj)); 
for h = t1_asym_new : index_asym1 
    e_to_obc_asymh1_readj (h) = sorted_data_asym1_readj (h,2); 
    e_obc_cumulative_asymh1_readj (h) = e_obc_cumulative_asymh1_readj (h-
1)+e_to_obc_asymh1_readj (h); 
end  
e_to_obc_decision_asym1_readj = e_to_obc_asymh1_readj (index_asym1); 
  
if e_obc_cumulative_asymh1_readj (index_asym1) < car_demand 
    e_to_obc_asymh1_readj (index_asym1 + 1)= car_demand - e_obc_cumulative_asymh1_readj 
(index_asym1); 
    e_obc_cumulative_asymh1_readj (index_asym1 + 1) = e_obc_cumulative_asymh1_readj 
(index_asym1)+e_to_obc_asymh1_readj(index_asym1+1); 
end 
  
if e_obc_cumulative_asymh1_readj (index_asym1) > car_demand 
    e_to_obc_asymh1_readj (index_asym1+1) = -1 *(car_demand - e_obc_cumulative_asymh1_readj 
(index_asym1)); 
    e_to_obc_asymh1_readj (index_asym1) = car_demand - e_to_obc_asymh1_readj (index_asym1+1)-
e_obc_cumulative_asymh1_readj (index_asym1-1); 
    e_obc_cumulative_asymh1_readj (index_asym1+1) = car_demand; 
    e_obc_cumulative_asymh1_readj (index_asym1) = e_obc_cumulative_asymh1_readj (index_asym1-
1)+e_to_obc_asymh1_readj (index_asym1); 
end 
%% 
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%duration calculation 
for h = t1_asym_new : index_asym1 + 1 
    duration_asym1_readj (h) = e_to_obc_asymh1_readj (h)/sorted_data_asym1_readj (h,2); 
end 
  
duration_adj_asymh1_readj = sum (duration_asym1_readj); 
%% 
%Price calculation 
for h = t1_asym_new : index_asym1 + 1 
    adj_price_asym1_readj (h) = e_to_obc_asymh1_readj (h) * sorted_data_asym1_readj (h,1)/1000; 
end 
price_firstcharge_adj_asym1_readj = sum (adj_price_asym1_readj); 
asym_advanytage_h1_readj = price_firstcharge_adj_asym1_readj - price_first_charge_symh0; 
new_charging_time_proposed_h1 = t1_asym_new - 1; 
final_data_asym1_readj = [sorted_data_asym1_readj, 
e_to_obc_asymh1_readj',e_obc_cumulative_asymh1_readj',adj_price_asym1_readj',duration_asym1_readj'
]; 
price_total_adj_asym1_readj = price_firstcharge_adj_asym1_readj + pof; 
end  
     
  
  
%% 
% Re-adjusted Asymmetrical hour 2 
if asym_advantage_h2 > 0 
    t2_asym_new = t2_asym + 1; 
for h = t2_asym_new : index_asym2+1 
    if season == 1 
        price_paid_asym2_readj(h)= pricem_summer(h); 
    end 
    if season == 2 
        price_paid_asym2_readj(h) = pricem_spring (h); 
    end 
    if season == 3 
        price_paid_asym2_readj(h) = pricem_winter(h); 
    end 
    energy_available_asym_h2_readj (h) = integral1 (h); 
end 
  
%Create a matrix consist of price paid and energy availability 
data_asym2_readj = [price_paid_asym2_readj',energy_available_asym_h2_readj']; 
  
%% 
% %Rank the matrix 
[~,idx] = sort (data_asym2_readj(:,1)); 
sorted_data_asym2_readj = data_asym2_readj (idx, :); 
%% 
%Energy Calculation 
e_obc_cumulative_asymh2_readj = zeros (size(energy_available_asym_h2_readj)); 
for h = t2_asym_new : index_asym2 
    e_to_obc_asymh2_readj (h) = sorted_data_asym2_readj (h,2); 
    e_obc_cumulative_asymh2_readj (h) = e_obc_cumulative_asymh2_readj (h-
1)+e_to_obc_asymh2_readj (h); 
end  
if e_obc_cumulative_asymh2_readj (index_asym2) < car_demand 
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    e_to_obc_asymh2_readj (index_asym2 + 1)= car_demand - e_obc_cumulative_asymh2_readj 
(index_asym2); 
    e_obc_cumulative_asymh2_readj (index_asym2 + 1) = e_obc_cumulative_asymh2_readj 
(index_asym2)+e_to_obc_asymh2_readj(index_asym2+1); 
end 
  
if e_obc_cumulative_asymh2_readj (index_asym2) > car_demand 
    e_to_obc_asymh2_readj (index_asym2+1) = -1 *(car_demand - e_obc_cumulative_asymh2_readj 
(index_asym2)); 
    e_to_obc_asymh2_readj (index_asym2) = car_demand - e_to_obc_asymh2_readj (index_asym2+1)-
e_obc_cumulative_asymh2_readj (index_asym2-1); 
    e_obc_cumulative_asymh2_readj (index_asym2+1) = car_demand; 
    e_obc_cumulative_asymh2_readj (index_asym2) = e_obc_cumulative_asymh2_readj (index_asym2-
1)+e_to_obc_asymh2_readj (index_asym2); 
end 
%% 
%duration calculation 
for h = t2_asym_new : index_asym2 + 1 
    duration_asym2_readj (h) = e_to_obc_asymh2_readj (h)/sorted_data_asym2_readj (h,2); 
end 
  
duration_adj_asymh2_readj = sum (duration_asym2_readj); 
%% 
%Price calculation 
for h = t2_asym_new : index_asym2 + 1 
    adj_price_asym2_readj (h) = e_to_obc_asymh2_readj (h) * sorted_data_asym2_readj (h,1)/1000; 
end 
price_firstcharge_adj_asym2_readj = sum (adj_price_asym2_readj); 
asym_advanytage_h2_readj = price_firstcharge_adj_asym2_readj - price_first_charge_symh18; 
new_charging_time_proposed_h2 = t2_asym_new - 1; 
  
final_data_asym2_readj = [sorted_data_asym2_readj, 
e_to_obc_asymh2_readj',e_obc_cumulative_asymh2_readj',adj_price_asym2_readj',duration_asym2_readj'
]; 
price_total_adj_asym2_readj = price_firstcharge_adj_asym2_readj + pof; 
end  
  
%% 
%final data for everything 
%symmetrical 
final_data_sym1 = [price_paid_sym1', energy_available_sym_h1', e_drawn_sym1', e_obc_cum_symh1', 
total_paymentobc2_sym1', duration_prop_sym1']; 
final_data_sym2 = [price_paid_sym2', energy_available_sym_h2',e_drawn_sym2', e_obc_cum_symh2', 
total_paymentobc2_sym2', duration_prop_sym2']; 
final_data_asym1_befadj = [price_paid_asym1', 
energy_available_asym_h1',e_drawn_asym1',e_obc_cum_asymh1',total_paymentobc_asym1',duration_pro
p_asym1']; 
final_data_asym2_befadj = [price_paid_asym2', 
energy_available_asym_h2',e_drawn_asym2',e_obc_cum_asymh2',total_paymentobc_asym2',duration_pro
p_asym2']; 
  


